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Battelle Memorial Institute.

505 KING AVENUE COLUMBUS, OHIO 432A -AREA CODE 614. TELEPHONE 299-3151 -CABLE ADDRESS: BTMIN

ISeptember A 1965I

Director
Advanced Research Projects AgencyOffice of the Secretary of Defense
Washington, D. C. 20301

I Attn: Project AGILE

Dear Sir:

IEnclosed are three copies of Report. BAT-171-25, "Bicycle Troops",
which was prepared in response to a request from Colonel B. F. Hardaway,
march 1, 1965.

Information on the utilization of bicycle troops is highly fragmented
Fand diversely located. Most references to bicycle troops are from the World

War II time period or earlier, with the more informative items coming from
approximately the first quarter of this century.

1Since quite a substantial effort was expeuded in locating and acquiring
pertinent reports, journals, books, and other documents, it was decided, whiler all of the information was at hand, to include more detail in the report than

I was necessary to answer the specific request, in order to provide a fairly
comrehensive central source of information on bicycle troops for subsequent

J- researchers.
i

The information contained in this report represents U. S. holdings
only. Foreign sources were largely untapped, although a few volumes dealing
uith bicycle troops in foreign countries were provided by the Library of Congress.

It is important that the reader of the report keep in mind the time
frame for each of the references used since changes occurring in the intervening
years may have had come effect on the validity of statements made in the past.

If you have any questions or c ents regarding this report, please
contact us.

Sincerely,

John W. Murdock

Project Director
RACIC
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BICYCLE TROOPS

by

01 R. S. Xobn

I1RDWTION

This review of the utilization of bicycle troops was initiated in

J response to a request March 1, 1965, from Colonel B. F. Hardawy, Chief of the

Advanced Research Projects Agency Research and Development Field Unit - Vietnam.

Although bicycle troops were of military value as late as World War I!,,

Itheir usage was in a decline which eventually culminated in the abandonment of the

bicyc.le by modein armed forces. Now interest in the employment of bicycle troops

is emerging once again, this time in Southeast Asia where the road network is

I inadequate for motorized transportation, but where paths and dikes may provide an

acceptable avenue for bicycle movement. Undoubtedly, the experience of bicycle

troops over the past century can contribute much valuable information for anyone

concerned with the decision to employ bicycle troops today. There is, however,

I a strong caveat which must be observed. This is a historical review of the

literature rclated to the utilization of bicycle troops. Each of the referenced

I authors is writing in terms of the concept of warfare which existed at the time of

his writing. These concepts, of course, have changed in the last 70 years, so it

is necessary to evaluate the information of the past in the light of today's

I environment, objectives, and requirements.

The evolution of the bicycle began in the early eighteen hundreds, but

over half a century passed before its application to military usage. For another

25 years, it was a peacetime experiment. Finally, in the period from the Ber War

25I xeimn.i hefimh
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through World War II, th bicycle went through alternating periods of increasing

and then diminishing use by the military establisaent. During this half-century

many changes took place in the environment in which bicycles were used.

Info ation on military cycling is highly fraented and diversely

located. The sources used in this study are by no means complete, but probably

represent the best available within this country*. Since bicycles generally were

used much more extensively by foreign military forces, undoubtedly archives of

various foreign goverments include much material which would be of value in

understanding the usage of bicycie troops in various wars of the past century. In

this respect, perhaps Japanese archival material would be most valuable, since

U. S. records do little other than indicate that the Japanese have used bicycles

quite extensively both in the kgie and elsewhere. American sources generally

only make reference to this use and contain little detail. Inquiry directed to

the Military Attache at the Japanese inbassy as well as inquiries directed to the

Military Attaches of embassies of other countries known to have utilized bicycle

troops in the past elicited no response. A nunber of documents of foreign origin.

however, were obtained for use in this review. The process of translation, plus

a mode of expression characteristic of a c-fferent era (and this applies to English-

language document as well), has sometimes resulted in awkward expressions in quoted

material, but the intent of the statements remains clear.

* The information sources used in this study are given in Appendix A.
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j The use of the bicycle for military purposes probably dates back to the

I Franco-Prussian War of 1870. But clumsiness and imperfections in design militated

I against its practical use until the Boer War of 1899 ;hen Dursley Pedersen

produced a folding-model bicycle weighing only 15 pounds. By World War I, most of

I the foreign armies were employing bicycle troops. The number employed has been

I ~given by one source as 100,000 in the British army and 150,000 in the French and

! Belgian Armies, but other sources present substantially lower figures.

The increasing use of motorized equipment resulted in bicycles being

forced to take a subordinate role within the military establishment. By World

War II, the major combat role of the bicycle was its use by paratroopers, although

the Germans did have bicycle troops as an organized part of their Army. After

World War II, the eclipse of the bicycle became virtually complete and there are

reportedly no formal bicycle units in either the U. S. or foreign armies at present.

The principal uses to which military cycling has been put are in courier

service, in reconnaissance, and in combatant forces. As ccmbatant forces, military

I cyclists were used for a number of tasks, for example, to seize strategic points,

conduct raids and demolition tasks, serve on patrol, perform defense and delaying-

Iaction missions, act in riot control, and, as hae been mentioned, in World War II,

. bicycles were carried by some paratroopers.

Bicycles have been used in connection with some form of guerrilla activity

for many years. In 1898, they were used for transportation and barricades during

riot-control duty in Cuba. During World War I!, French and Belgian saboteurs on

bicycles did so much damage that the use of bicycles after dark was extensively

banned. In Vietnam today terrorists on bicycles are active, and bicycle handlebars

have been used by guerrilla sympathizers to smuggle contraband past roadblocks.

1Recent reports from Southeast Asia have suggested an interest in the employment of
.

bicycle troops in counter-guerrilla activities.

The military cyclist is essentially a soldier mounted on a bicycle,

either as a temporary or permanent assignment. Ideally, lie should possess tactical



understanding, rapid capacity for adaptation and de tAsion, good terrain orientation,

independence, and the capability for bo.1d action in case of isolation. The sol er j 1

as a cyclist on a heavily packed bicycle should be able to cover an average distance

of 50 miles, and a maximn distance of 100 miles a day, at about an average rate

of 8 to 10 miles per hour, and still remain ready to fight. He should be clothed, 1

equipped, and armed in such a way that he can lay down his bicycle at any time and

enter combat as an infantryman, even for several days. All of the equipment

absolutely necessary in cmbat must be carried by the cyclist, while the rest of

the equipment is arranged on the bicycle. The body of the man must be free from

any unnecessary load that would tax his muscles and lungs.

In the past, the military cyclist has been armed with either the zarbine

or revolver, or both. In the very early days, some machine guns were mounted on

bicycles.

Very likely, the most recent design of a military bicycle is of World

War II vintage. If one were to be designed today, its prime characteristic would

probably be the lightest weight possible c onuistent with strength and operational

requirements.

The type of organization and the strength of bicycle units have varied

widely over the years. Both the time period involved and the character of the army

in which the bicycle unit was employed have had their effect. These factors are of

equal importance today, and a contemporarily established bicycle troop is not likely

to conform to one required in preceding wars,

The tactical action of cyclist6 is largely based upon their mobility. f'
This, in turn, is dependent upon the nature of the country in which operations are

being carried out, and upon the. weather and the state of the roads. Bicycle troops

must be able to deploy rapidly, and quickly develop full strength and fire power I
for successful tactical action.
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The nature of the terrain and the natural forces of the environment

encountered severely affect the mobility of bicycle troops. Mud, sand,, snow,

uneven curfaces, grades, manmade and natural obstales, water, and dust are

detrimental to bicycle movement. Once the bicycle leaves the road or encounters

adverse weather conditions, or even, for that matter, encouiters substandard roads,

ito mobility is immediately reduced to some degrees For example, one writer

recommends that the cyclist be dismounted when passing over sandy stretches since

riding would only exhaust him. Appraisal of the mobility of the military cyclist

thus must be viewed, not in an absolute sense, but in relation to alternate modes

of movement. The bicycle may well be used under certain circumstances to effect

compromise between foot and motorized movement. The decision, in each case, must

be based on criteria pertinent to the local environment, and must result from an

analysis of trade-off characteristics and from a series of value Judgements of the

relative benefits to be gained as a result of these trade-offs.

The advantages and disadvantages of using bicycle troops have remained

virtually the same through the years. The advantages are these: (1) bicycle

troops because of considerable expansion ard depth are uncommonly invulnerable to

air attack; (2) bicycles require no fuel and are inexpensive to maintain; (3) wooded

areas and areas where only narrow footpaths are available can be patrolled by

bicycle; (4) bicycle troops can cross greater distances in a shorter time than

that required by foot troops; (5) bicycles do not create a large cloud of dust as

do tanks and trucks; (6) bicycles are relatively silent and therefore more

suitable for night work than are tanks or trucks; (7) cyclists are less conspicuous

than tanks or cavalry; (8) cover for bicycles is not essential, therefore cyclists

in an emergency can come into action at once in open country provided there is a

small ditch o bank for the men; and (9) troops with full packs can be moved

distances of 75 to 120 miles per day depending upon the terrain since they can be
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moved along shoulders of highways congested with traffic or through wooded areas

and other areas not suitable for other types of vehicles. On the other hand, there

are these disadvantages to the use of bicycle troops: (1) they cannot employ shock

tactics as can tanks and cavalry; (2) their operations are largely restricted to

the close proximity of roads, and, if these are unsuitable owing to weather or

other cause5, the rate of march may be less than that of infantry; (3) they are

susceptible to ambush; (4t) they take up a Laratively large road space on the

march; (5) when performing the mission assigned, the cyclists cannot depart far

from their bicycles without sacrificing the mobility gained from the bicycles;

(6) in time of retreat, direction is often constrained by the need to travel over

well-defined paths rather than cross-country; (7) unfavorable terrain and weather

seriously impair mobility; and (8) changes of grade result in elongation and

contractions of the cyclist column similar to the movements of an accordion (see

page 45).
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SIW EISIfUCAL REVIEW

The use of the bicycle for military purposes probably dates back to

the Franco-Prussian War of 1870. At that vim a number of factories in Paris

were manufacturing bicycles, and it vas proposed that soldiers as veU as scouts

be mounted on then. A limited trial was conducted in the French Army, but clumsiness

and imperfections militated against the bicycle and its vogue was of short duration.

The London Daily Telegraph of that day contained the follovidg clippiug(1)t:

"Messrs. Reynolds end )bty, the two Americans vho escaped
from Paris by balloon at the same time as Gambetta, have gone
to the beleaguered city to conclude a contract vith the French
Government for the supply of a large number of a new descrip-
tion of bicycle with India rubber tired iheel. They are to be
distributed among the forces which are being gathered together
in all parts of France for acting upon the flanks and rear of
the Prussians. The rubber tires make their approach noiseless
and they are easily propelled at the rate of 10 miles per hour.
The ubiquitous 1blans my therefore anticipate the rapid rates
of sae of the novel cavalry corps about to be created."

Most of te European armies experimented with the ordinary or high bicycle

during the 1870's and organized a cycle corps. They also put the tricycle into

service, and found that its atability and the laraer amount of equipment it could

carry was adantageous for army use over good roads. Quadricycles, propelled by two

or more men and carrying a machine gun, and tandems, hauling a smll gun or machine

gun behind, were used by the English Army about 1890( ,2), but these vehicles were

of little practizal value because their solid and cushion tires did not operate vell

over rough terrain. The development of the pneumatic tire by Dunlop in 1888 really

advanced the adoption of the bicycle by Euroraan srmies ( 3 ) .

In May of 1892, Folscm suggested the introduction of the bicycle into the

U. S. Army. He recommended equipping each bicycle with an umbrella (as a sun

* References are given at the end of the report.



protector) vhich could be rotated 90 degrees and twrmed into a sail. b the vind

bl" ., thtis helping alcog the very cyclist(") - In that year., a detachmt of eight

soldiers moder the comm of First Lieutennt V. T. Iftyp 15th Infantry. made

several practice morcbes upon bicycles, carring the ordinary eqxdipaefl and arms

of the Infantry soldier(5).- Also In iYA of 1892, relays of bicycle carriers posted

by the Amrican Ifteelinn's Association cowee 975 miles ir, 1' ays ard 13 hors,

carrying a dispatch fron the BaqrrsDeparimnt of the Missouri In

Chicago, 11.11nis, to the Bendqser Dearment of the East in Yew York Harbor.j

At about the same time (Nay 31, 1892). ibtjor General Nelson A. Miles bad this to

say concerning a trip front Pulm (now a section of Chicago, forumrly a separate

town) to Chicago by militiary cyclists(o):j

"Yesterday a few soldiers from Fort 3beridan under commnd
Of Huutz n~t, the detacbment having had very little

eprience in riding., wnt to P.INn! m Just for curiosity to see
how soon they could make the march from Pullmn to Chicago,
a distance of 15 miles. They started in the morning with their
fuUl equIpimezt, the sanm as amn outfitted for a campaign, In
regular mrching order. They made the distance, as I an
Informed by the officer, in ore hour and twenty-five minutes... I1
asked the officer how the detachment stood the march an~d he said
they were little fatigued and would have turned around and gone
back over the ground again with pleasure."

While the h~onal Guard of Coniecticut is credited with bein~g the I'-rst

U. S. military orgaratzation to experiment with the bicycle, it was the just-

mentioned General Miles who vas foremost in its auployment under severe

field-service conditions. He organized the 25th U. S. infantry Bicycle Corps at

Fort Mis soula-, Montana, under the covmand of Second Lieutenant James A. Moss in

July, 1896. By 1897, this group vas able to cover the 1,900 miles between

Port Missoula and St. Louis, Missouri, in 34+ days of actual travel, averaging 55.9

miles per day and 6.3 miles per hour(7).
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Also in 1896, Captain R. E. Thompson, of the Sgnal Corps of the U. S.

AM invented an attant for the bicycle ich paid out ard retrieved tecporry

telegraph ard telephoce rire. Six hundred yards of vire could be pald out and

reeled back in the remarkable tiw of 2 mnmtes ( 3 ) . A Frewh Azrw unit of about

this period is shoin in Figure 1.

The bicycle realy cme into ls own as an important adJvnt to military

forces in the field in 1899., %ben the Boer War broke out. Dursley Pedersen produced

a folding-model bicycle velghing only 15 pounds, fhtch coud be carried across the

shoulders for convenience in traversing rou&, roadless country( ) . By 1900,

France, German, Italy, Belgiin, Russia, Switzerland, and Japan bad adi-cpted

collapsible bicycles for their arzies ( 8 ) . In 1899, Captain Gerard of the French

Army designed a folding bicycle weighig 37 Pounds. By 1911, Captain Sauvain,

also of the French P-MI bad reduced its eight to A pounds. (By World War II, the

weight had ci!bed once again and had reached 40 pounds.)

Mhen World War I broke out in 1914, the motorcycle had be--n developed

to a considerable degree of efficiency and was employed In large numbers in

scouti. g ad dispatch work. Folding bicycles, however, still proved their worth as

e mount for infantry. One source states that 29,000 bicycles were used by the

American Expedititionary Force, 100,000 by the British Army, and 150, 000 by the

French and Belgian Axmies. Since the American Army had no cycle corps in World

War I, the bicycles were probably used for communication, reconnaissance,

recreation, and as a supplementary means of transportation( 9 ) . Examples of the use

of bicycle units in World War I are given in Appendix B which is a translation of

an extract from Die Radfahrtruppe... (10)0 German experience in World War I is

illustrated in the following excerpt (pages 11 and 12)
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"FORKATION.

!"In July, 1916, 5 cyclist battalions were forned from eyclist

ccupanles vithdrawn from Jger battalions and divisional cyclist
ccmpanies. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Battalions were formed on the
astern front, wbile the 4th an& 5th Battalions were formed in the
Lille-Taurns area.

"Originally, each battalion vas composed of 4 ecompAies and
a machine gun company, During 1917, a 6th Battalion was formed
and a further 2 companies were added to each battalion so that

the Cyclist Brigade then comprised 6 battalions of 6 companies
each, besides the machine gun companies. In September, 1918, a
7th Battalion was formed, and it was said that the Cyclist Brigade
was to be formed into a division. (King to our attack em rly in
October, however, the brigade was sent into line to cc-ver the
German retreat on the Cambrai-St. Quentin front and the reorgani-
zation did not take place.

"HISTORY 1916.

"After their formation, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Cyclist
Battalionj were engaged in the operations in the Carpathians
during the Autumn of 1916, while the 4th and 5th Battalions took
part in the battle of Some. In October the 5 battalions were
transported from the Carpathians and France to Transylvania,
where they were brigaded together, and took part in the advance
of the Ninth German Army under Gen. von Falkenhayn through the
Carpathian into the Rumanian plaLs. The Cyclist Brigade
assisted the cavalry in forming a screen for the advancing
infantry.

"117.

"In January, 1917, the Cyclist Brigade left Rumania, and
was transferred to Flanders, where it guarded the frontier until
called upon to act as a reargulrd with elements of the 2nd and 7th
Cay. Divs. in the German retirement to the Hindenburg line in
arch. In April, the brigade returned to Belgium, and elements
went into line for short periods opposite Ypres and on the coast.

"The Cyclist Brigade, except the 3rd Cyclist Battalion, was
transferred to Libau in Russia in October and later took part
in the capture of the islands of Oesel ard Moon in the Gulf of
Riga.

"The .rd Bav. Cyclist Battalion went to the Italian front
in October and took part in the Austro-German offensive and
advance to the Piave. It is said to have joined the Brigade on the
Eastern front after the operations in this theatre had come to a
standstill, but according to other reports it came back to the
Western Theatre.
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"1918.

"In February, 1918, the cyclists advanced on Reval and saw
fighting with the Red Guards. Once the Narva bad been reached,
fubting practically came to a standstill and the brigade was
only employed on police duties. In April, elenents were trans-
fer;-i d to Finland, and formed part of the German forces sent to
assist the Uite Guards against the Red Guards. The 5th Cyclist
Battalion, which formed part of the contingent sent to Finland,
embarked at Reval on the 5th April and disambarked at Lovisa
2 days later, after an encounter with Red Guards. The battalion
was severely engaged in the Lathi area at the end of April, when
the Red Guards were defeated. After this, the 5th Cyclist
Battalion was not engaged in any fighting worth mentioning and
returned to Reval on the 8th July.

"Between the 5th and 10th September, the Cyclist Brigade
entrained in the Pskow area and travelled via Dvinsk-Kovno-
Eydtkuhnen-Allenstein-Thorn-Posen-Kottbus-Leipzig-Bebra-
Frankfurt-a/M- Strassburg to Mutzig, where it detrained after
a Journey of 5-6 days.

"On the night of the 4th/ 5th October, the whole brigade
entrained in the Saarburg area for the Cambrai-St. Quentin
front. Part of the brigade travelled via Saarbrficken-Trier-
Gerolstein-mnond-Herbesthal-Lige-Namur-Maubeuge-Landrecies
to Le Cateau (7 hours' jomey), while another part of the
Brigade travelled via Metz-Diedenhofen-Sedan-Charleville-
Hirson-La Capelle to Le Cateau (44 hours' journey).

' The C clist Brigade was alarmed on the 7th October at
21:00 and bicycled co B8bain and Bdsigny, whence it went into
line. All the battalions of the brigade were identified
on the Le Cateau-St. Quentin front except the 3rd Bay. Cyclist
Bn. According to prisc-iers, this battalion attempted to
shoot the brigade commander Col. Timmel on the 25th September
but owing to a mistake, shot a divisional general through the
chest. The battalion was thereupon disbanded and draf"ted to
the infantry.

"STRENGTH.

"The ration strength of the cyclist companies when they came
into line was 3 officers and 150 other ranks, which is the
war establishment. The average fighting strength is reported
to be about 120.

"MORALE.

"Cyclist companies have had few casualties so far, and most
of the men are Active soldiers of good physique. Their morale
is above the average."
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IThe increased use of motorized equipment resulted in bicycles being

I forced to take a subordinate role vithin the military establish-ant. There are

reportedly no formal bicycle units in the U. S. or foreign armies at present (12)*

I Their major ccmbat role during World War II was for use with airborne troops. The

I Germans did have bicycle troops as a organized part of their Army, as evidenced by

Figure 2 showing a combat action in Noruay, and a formal review before Hitler in

Poland a3 s'hown in Figure 3. The Germans also made ruch use of bicycles Zor troop

movements in ,4ormandy in 194 to counteract interference with the railways and an

apparert shortage of motor transport and gasoline. An article in the New York

Times for juy 6, 194, s (13): ily e see the highways from which fighting

has been heard dotted with dead Germans lying near their bicycles. The French

are gathering these cycles and we see them everywhere pedalling along the roads."

I In sumary, the development of bicycle troops in the armies of Europe

(England, Sweden, Norway, Austrik-Bungary, Germany, France, Belgium, Switzerland,

Italy, Spain, Bualgria, The Netherlasds, Russia, Portugal, Serbia, Denmark, and

Rumania), starting in some countries about 1870, and up to the middle of the 90's,

I was limited to providing staffs and tro:ps with messengers on bicycles, and to

experimentally employing rather small bicycle battalions during maneuvers aid

i mostly in combination with the cavalry. The area of duties of the cyclists was

I relatively small, and the use of cyclists as combat troopz was not seriously

considered, although France, Germany, and Austria-Hungary had provided definite

combat missions for cyclists.

j The second development stage of the use of bicycle in armies extended

from the middle of the 90's to the time of World War I. France, Italy, Belgium,

I and Germany developed ccmbat bicycle battalions attached to the cavalry as an

I auxiliary arm. Eventually the bicycle unit became an organic part of the army,

with a clearly defined circle of action.I
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FIG=R 2. GiRKAN BICYCLE MROPS IN COMAT AGAINSTr
NORWOGIAN iNMAIR TROOPS

Photographed April 21, 1940, in
Begeri, 11brway.
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FIGUE 3. GEIWA BICYCLE TROCPS PARADING BEFRE THE FHE

Photographed October 5, 1939, in Warsaw, Poland.
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Then the bicycle was eclipsed by the growing changeover to motorized

units. Wlie still used extensively in World War II as paratrooper equipment,

as a substitute for other transportation, for post, camp, a.nd station duty, and

for recreation, the bicycle was in a decline &ich culminated in its eventual

abandonment by modern armed forces(lO).

Now interest in the employment of bicycle troops is emergizg once again,

this time in Southeast Asia where the road network is inadequate for motorized

transportation, but -ere paths and dikes may provide an acceptable avenue for

bicycle movement(14)
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DISCUSSION

Uses of Bicycle Troops

Principal Uses

The principal uses to which military cycling has been put are in courier

service, in reconnaissance, and as a combatant force. Bicycles were also used by

signal persornel and by the hospital service to a minor extent during the early

days of military cycling, and were suggested for use by the military police in

World War II.

As a combatant force, military cyclists were used to seize strategic

points, conduct raids and demolition tasks, serve on patrol, convoy, and escort

duty, perform defense and delaying-action missions, act in riot control, and, in

World War II, bicycles were carried by some paratroopers during airborne operations.

It is interesting to note that in 1898 the U. S. Army utilized a cycle

ambulance, which consisted of two tandem cycles connected by a light framework of

tubing, upon which was placed a detachable stretcher of light steel tubing, with

handles like handlebar grips(1 5). In 1941, Albert P. Rippenbein, President of Bicycle

Built-in-Two, Inc., pointed out in a letter to the U. S. Army Quartermaster General

that it was possible, by means of two removable bars, to connect two folding bicycles

side by side, one bar at the rear section, and the other bar connecting the front

wheels so that they would steer together. This four-wheeled light vehicle (about

90 pounds) could be pedaled by one or two men, be towed as a trailer, be pushed

by hand, or could be used as a chassis to suppor t a hospital stretcher (16 ) . Civil

Defense authorities also considered this usage in view of the possibility of a

shortage of gasoline and damage to roads( 17).
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Use in Guerrilla Warfare

In the late nineteenth century the ability of the bicycle to move troops

to points of incipient trouble with great rapidity was responsible for its proposed

use in street-riot control. In 1898, Lieutenant Moss proposed a bicycle corps of

100 men to perform courier work, messenger service, and patrol and riot duty in

Havana, Cuba. The bicycle was considered as a means of transportation only, the

soldiers proceeding with their work as a company of infantry. The cycles were

stacked to form a barricade against assault by mobs (18,19),

By 1925, guerrilla warfare was considered to form part of the attack

duties of a bicycle troop. This included attacks on the flanks and on the rear

of the enemy, and attacks of destruction against railroads, bridges, enemy trains,
(10)

air fields, etc.

On May 8, 1942, the German authorities in Paris published an order

forbidding the use of bicycles after dark in almost half of occupied France(20)

The ban on bicycles was designed to check a wave of attacks. The order noted that

persons who attacked Nazi soldiers or committed acts of sabotage usually had

bicycles on hand for quick escape. Belgium's secret army of 500 sabotage teams

disguised as innocent bicyclists did extensive damage durinb World War II and

reportedly kept the Germans from destroying the all-important port of Antwerp(21).

The Germans most commonly used companies and platoons in fighting

guerrillas and armed them with heavy machine guns and grenade rifles. For trans-

portation, they used bicycles, motorcycles, and trucks. Patrols rode back and

forth continuously, covering a strip several kilometers wide on either side of

the road in the daytime. When troops were available, this strip was as wide as

20 kilometers. All populated places within it were investigated. At night,
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however, only the road itself was patrolled. The Germans considered the combing

of large forested areas impossible (22)
.

Department of the Army Field Manual FM 31-16 points out that guerrilla

sympathizers may attempt to smuggle restricted items through roadblocks in the

(23)
handlebars of bicycles . Both this manual and FM 31-22 state that counter-

guerrilla forces can attain superior mobility by commandeering non-TOE aids to

mobility such as trucks, bicycles, rafts, sampans, riverboats, motorcycles, and

(23,24)
horses or mules.

- The Viet Cong use a bicycle mine (see Figure 4) in South Vietnam(25):

"fhis mine is fired electrically, by means of a wristwatch delay
firing device. The main charge and detonator are introduced into a
tube of the bicycle frame under the saddle, and an electric
wire is extended outside the frame. Detonation is initiated
by.a watch and two 4.5-volt batteries which are placed inside
the bicycle headlight, with its wire protruding outside along
the frame.

"During movement, tne ignition device is not linked to
the explosive, but upon arriving at the prescribed sabotage
site, these two components are then connected, and the watch
of the ignition device is preset.

"The VC have also adapted another firing device, using
bicycle generator power. Thus, during movement, the generator
is kept apart from the wheel. When arriving at the sabotage
site, the head of the generator is placed against the bicycle
wheel. When someone operates the bicycle, its generator sends
a spark up the ignition line and initiates the explosive."

Load-Carrying Ability of the
Cyclist and the Bicycle

(7)In 1897, Lieutenant James Moss wrote7:

j -"Everything should be carried on the machine itself and
nothing on the rider. If placed on the body, in addition to
carrying the actual weight of the object, the rider also
experiences a certain amount of physical exhaustion from the
weight bearing on his body. Besides this, one falling from
a wheel with any weight secured to the body is much more
likely to sustain an injury than one whose limbs and body
are entirely free and unhampered."

!
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His c ing officer at that time, Colonel A. S. Burt, took exception to this

recmedation on the basis that the need for instant action in actual service

ws of greater importance than the physical -omfort of the nan. Be believed

that the rider should carry his weapon end amunition on his person( 7 ) . This

view was supported by Major Tbeiss In 1925 when be ierote(1O):

"Each part of the equipment absolutely necessary in combat
mast be carried by the men when cycling (ccrbat march) (rifle
amnition, etc.). ?be rest of the equipment is arranged on
the bicycle. The body of the man ust be free frkx any
unnecessary load, since it would tax the activity of his
muscles and lungs very much."

"If no imediate combat activity is to take place (admin-
istrative march), most of the equipment must be arranged on
the bicycle; otherwise, as previously explained, only the
eqadjment which is not mmediately needed in combat.

"The equipment on the bicycle mist be distribeed so that
there should not be too much difference between the front and
the back wheels. It is best to pack the frame between the two
wheels.

"In packing the bicycle, not only weight distribution,
but the bicycle itself, which, because of its construction and
its operation, should not be loaded in its entirety, must be
taken under consideration.

"The front wheels and the total handlebar system must
not be hindered in their mobility. Hence, only small loads
(from the viewpoint of shape and weight) can be packed there.
The best way is to load in a pocket-shaped container which
can contain the tent, the windproof jacket, and other small
objects.

"It is easy to mount a carrier on the rear wheel; hence
a large part of the equipment is often placed on this carrier.
It is best to use the frame, that is the center part o? the
bicycle, for loading purposes. This center part is where the
body of the man and the bicycle is active and this Ictivity
should not be restricted in any way. In the k.u.k. bicycle
unit, the machine gun with the total material and the
ammunition was transported on the bicycle. The machine gun,
as is well known, can be taken in two pieces (gun barrel and
the frame), Each one of these parts was tied to the connecting
tube of the frame.

*k.u.k. -- kaiserlich und k6niglich meaning imperial and i'oyal.
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"The pedals were placed farther from one another in order not
to restrict the operation of the bicycle, thus, the main load can
be fastened to the frame, which is a great advantage. I

"Finally, acne objects ca. be affixed to different parts
of the bicycle. Thus, the short spade can be attached to the
rear wheel, the coat nan be rolled below the saddle, etc.
Loading the saddle part of the bicycle does not hinder riding
so mnch as loading the whee .s." I

The total weight of the packed bicycle can vary considerably. During

Lieutenant Moss's experimental work in 1896, the average weight of the packed

wheel varied froa 75 to 80 pounds (s). In 1940, during a Swiss Army training

exercise, each bicycle with complete equipment and ammunition weighed 132 pounds,

plus the weight of the rider, his rifle and helmet(27 ).

Attempts to ease the load of the bicycle trooper resulted in the design

of the folding bicycle. The first one of these, in 1800, weighed 18 pounds and I

was constructed of poplar wood. The same year, Captain Gerard of the French Army

designed a bicycle weighing 37 pounds. In 1911, Captain Sauvain, also of the

French Arqy, had reduced this weight to 24 pounds. But by World War II, the I
weight had climbed once again and had reached 40 pounds.

In 1954s, General Vo Nguyen Giap used converted Peugeot bicycles

capable of carrying 500 pounds each to supply his troops at Dienbienphu. This

load is .0 to 12 times that which can be carried by a coolie, and more than an

elephant can carry28).

U
Armament of the Cyclist and the Bicycle

U
In 1898, a U. S. Army cyclist was, as a general rule, armed with an 1

infantry rifle or cavalry carbine carried in clips on the left-hand side of

the cycle, muzzle to the front and barrel up, plus a double-action revolver in

li
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a holster suspended from the hanger of the web belt, behind the right hip. The

rifle clip was designed to readily admit the instant removal of the piece and yet

hold it securely against accidental detachment. One design consisted of jaws of

spring steel, lined with leather; the forward clip was clamped to the upper bar

of the frame near the head; the rear slip was clamped to the rear bar and bolted

with the binding bolt of the saddle post. The rear clip grasped the piece around

the small of the stock, the magazine and bolt handle projecting over the upper

bar of the frame; the forward clip grasped the piece about the barrel just in

front of the upper band( 1 5).

France armed its cyclists at first with the carbine, later with the

infantry rifle, and then again with the carbine. Italy, The Netherlands, Bavaria,

and Austria-Hungary armed their cyclists with the carbine. In Switzerland and

Sweden the cyclists, at first, had only revolvers; the same was done in Germany,

in 1894, because then only cyclist messengers were used. The first German

(Prussian) bicycle companies had the infantry rifle. This was the short or

cavalry rifle. The rifle was slung across the vack from the right shoulder to

the left hip. Fixing the rifle on the bicycle was not deemed suitable by the

Austrians on the basis that the cyclist must be ready for instant action in the

case of sudden combat.

In the Austrian Army, each cyclist carried the bayonet belonging to

the rifle. Pistols were carried only by the units which did not have rifles,

that is, the machine gun squad and the medical personnel. No soldier carried

both the rifle and pistol at the same time. This, of course, was at variance

with the U. S. Army practice in 1898(10).

In 1898, the U. S. Army had the Pope Manufacturing Company develop a

bicycle on which was mounted a Colt aut ic machine gun. This is illustrated



in Figure 5(3). In 1901, Vickers, Sons and Maxim devised a machine gun tricycle,

(shown. in Figure 6). Two Maxim guns were mounted upon the tricycle which wited J
120 pounds. The two guns weighed 54 pounds, the tripods 106 pounds, spare parts

8 pounds, and 1,000 cartridges 86 pounds. This constituted a total weight of

374 pounds, to which was added the weight of the two men who rode the vehicle.

While the tricycle was capable of runring at a high rate of speed over level

ground, it was necessary to dismount ani push the machine up grades. The gun could

be put into and out of battery within less than 2 minutes(29).

Insofar as ammunition was concerr.ed, the Austrian Army in 1925 took the

position that, although the bicycle unit is rimarily engaged in a war of movement

and thus participates relatively rarely in large-scale fighting requiring a huge

ammunition expenditure, it must be equipped with a rather large amount of ammuni-

tion since its exposed position makes ammunition supply difficult.

For this reason, the soldier was equipped with 140 cartridges (80 in

the ammunition pocket, 60 in the knapsack) with 60 more in the company truck. Ten

thousand rounds were provided for each machine gun, with 3,250 in the ammunition

(1o)
carriers and 6,750 on the company truck

Advances in weapons technology and fire power probably make the above

information of little more than academic interest.

Design of Military Bicycles

Most of the material found relative to the design of milit.ary bicycles

was concerned with folding bicycles since this type was favored becauze of the

urgent need for portability. The first of these was produced in 1899 by

Dursley Pedersen an English manufacturer. Figure 7 is an illustratioA of this

(8)
cycle ( . One of the most conspicuous features of the machine was the saddle,

which did not consist of a shaped leather seat securely fixed upon a saddle pillar,



FIG=R 5. COfLT AW(DIATI MACK=N GODUN UFH
ON MAM B30Y CW

lhe veight of the gun alone vas about 1.0 pounds.
RePrinted from Reference (3).

FIG=R 6. THE mAxD4 I4AcHm~ GuN mmNTEID

ON A TRICYCLE

Reprinted from Reference (29).
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but bad the seat suspended hamock fashion between seven spiral springs attached

to the adjustable saddle pillar and the top front fork, to which it was secured

by means of a strap, which could be adjusted so as to tighten or to slacken the

saddle as desired. Tis saddle was reputed to adjust itself to every movement

of the body, and allow perfect freedom to those muscles which cycling brought into

play. By this zeans, perineal pressure was entirely averted, while perfect

ventilation, ease, comfort, and softness of seat were assured. The cycle, which

weighed only 15 pounds, was folded by slipping out the front wheel and tubes at

the head and at the point neze the two tubes radiating from the crank bracket

joined the front tubes. The front wheel then folded back upon the back wheel and

was kept in position with a strap. It took but 20 seconds to perform the oper-

ation and to sling it upon one's back, and it could be as readily put together

again. The rifle was fixed vertically in a slot on the frame of the front wheel

wheel ( 3 98 ) .

In 1899, Captain Gerard, of the French Army, designed the folding

bicycle illustrated in Figure 8(30). The frame was strengthened by a second

tube running parallel with the first, thus giving the machine great rigidity.

These two tubes, oing to their considerable diameter, reduced the vibration

that played so great a part in the expenditure of energy by the bicyclist. At

the center of the right-hand side if the parallelogram forming the frame, there

was a ball joint. Each of the parallel tubes was divided in the center, and the

ends, which were beveled, were held in place, when the machine was open, by

coupling Rockets. When the ends of the tube were exposed by loosening the sockets

and shoving them back upon the rings, the front part of the bicycle could be

folded around onto the rear half, the wheels being superimposed. If desired, the

bicycle could be divided into two parts, while the handlebar could be removed
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I FIGURE 7 THE DURSLE! PEDElRSE2I MMARY BIC~YCLE SHOW33G
4. PRINCIPLE OF CONSTR~UCTION OF FRONT] FORKS

Reprinted fromn Reference ()

FIGURE 8. FPZTCH MILITARY FOLDING BICYCLE

Reprinted from Reference (30).
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from the steering head. The wheel was of such a height that the bicyclist could

maintain such a position in the saddle that he could at any moment touch the

ground rith his feet ( 3O) .

lany objections were voiced against the 37-pound weight of these

bicycles. So, in 1911, another French military cyclist, Captain Sauvain,

demonstrated a 24-pound bicycle. It was reported that the bicycle could be

opened or folded, slung on the back or unslung, in one-half the time required

for the Gerard type. The wheels were less than 24 inches in diameter, and

reportedly did not interfere with the movements of the cyclist, even for firing

(31.,32)
prone

In 1915, an article in The Bicycling World and Motorcycle Review

stated that the British factory manufacturing the Sturmey-Archer three-speed

hubs was devoting its entire capacity to making three-speed hubs for bicycles

to be used by the allied armies (33 ). This reportedly made it possible for the

rider to cover almost any kind of road with the least possible effort. According

to the article, it was a camnon sight to see a patrol pedaling along in low gear

on a heavy, muddy road, making good time in comparison with what a horse could do.

In 1942, the U. S. Army Chief of Ordnance initiated a project to develol

a folding bicycle with the following characteristics(34 ): (1) maximum weight

40 pounds, (2) drive reduction approximately 2 to 1, (3) folding handlebars and

pedals, (4) wheel assemblies to consist of standard 26 x 2.125-inch tires with

medium-weight spokes and light hubs, (5) chain 3/16 x 1-inch pitch, (6) saddle

reduced in weight as much as possible, and (7) handlebars and saddle to be

adjustable in height and tilt. Accessories were to be added in the following

priority provided the weight of the bicycle with accessories did not exceed

40 poands: (1) package carrier mounted over the rear wheel, (2) front and rear

fenders, (3) stand, (4) chain guard, (5) tool kit, (6) tire pump, (7) headlight,
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(8) bell. Presumably one of these bicycles was used by the 88th Infantry Airborne

Battalion since it reportedly adopted a collapsible bicycle which could be assembled

or folded in 15 seconds without tools(35).

British paratroopers also used a folding bicycle weighing slightly less

than 30 pounds. In appearance it resembled a woman's cycle, for it did not have

the ordinary crossbar. In practice, all that the paratrooper had to d6,when he

landed and wished to mount his bike was to straighten out the machine and operate

two butterfly nuts -- a work of only a few seconds ().

In 1944, the Proof Department at the Army Air Forces Proving Ground

Command, Eglin Field, Florida, tested a 41-1/2-pound folding bicycle, Model HF-777 •

(Huffman Manufacturing Company), and came to the following, concl.,sions(37):

"(a) the lightweight folding bicycle as furnished is functionally satisfactory;

(b) the bicycle would be less dangerous to the rider, and more generally useful

if provided with a chain guard and fenders; (c) a more comfortable saddle is

desirable."

It was possible to fold this bicycle and ready it for attachment to the

haversack in 1 minute and 30 seconds, and it was possible to ready the bicycle

for riding in 55 to 60 seconds.

In 1954, General Giap supplied the Viet army at Dienbienphu, in part,

b y b i cycle transport. Peugeot bicycles were converted to carry 500-pound loads

by adding wooden struts to strengthen the frame and the front fork, and by using

bamboo poles to extend one handlebar and the brake levers(28 ).

In 1962, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Inc., examined the concept of a

lightweight "Jungle cycle", with emphasis on a suspension which would alleviate the

off-road ride problem. This ,as not a folding bicycle(3 8 ).

An article on Polish airborne cavalry takes a different viewpoint than

Cornell, although motorized equipment, rather than bicycles is involved. It states
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that scooters are needed for ccmand, reconnaissance, and liaison purposes, even

tbough air cavalry units will engage in ground combat at a re3atively short

distance from their helicopters; and goes on to say that they need have no frame,

front wheel brakes, or springs. Rationale for this statement is the reduction in

veight and size realized. The items omitted are reputedly not required because

the scooters would not be used for movement over public roads(39).

Organization, Strength, and Tactics
of Bicycle Units

Organization and Strength

The type of organization and strength of bicycle units have varied

widely over the years. Both the time period involved and the character of the

army in which the bicycle unit was employed have had their effect. These factors

are of equal importance today, and a contemporarily established bicycle troop is

not likely to conform to one required in preceding wars. It is possible, however,

that knowledge of some of these previous organizations may materially assist in

the curr-nt decision-making process.

In 1897, Lieutenznt Moss stated (7): "In my opinion, it is impossible

for one comander to handle more than 40 or 50 bicycles. It is impossible to

keep any kind of a formation while traveling over ordinary wagon roads -- every

man naturally picks the best way, and a detachment is sometimes unavoidably

rtrung out over long distances." In 1898, Captain Giddings defined the cycle

company as a unit consisting of two platoons with each platoon divided into sections

of eight men each. He believed that one cycle company to each infantry and cavalry

brigade in a field srmy, or the organized militia, could be used to great advan-

tage (15). Giddings went on to shy that these companies, under the direction of

the chief of cyclists, should be directly under the control of the commanding
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generakl of the division or corps, or could be organized into battalions, or

distributed to serve separately, as the needs of the service might dictate. On

the other hand he felt that couriers should be members of the organizations which

they served, their efficiency being greatly increased by familiarity with the

names and appearance of officers to whom they were likely to be sent, and by the

general knowledge which comes of service with their own troops.

In July, 1916, the German Army formed five cyclist battalions.

Originally, each battalion was composed of four companies and a machine gun

company. During 1917, a sixth battalion was formed and tvo addition&l companies

were added to each battalion, so that the cyclist brigade then comprised six

battalions of six companies each, besides the machine gun companies. In

September, 1918, a seventh battalion was formed, and it was said that the cyclist

brigade was to be formed into a division. Owing to a U. S. Army attack early in

October, however, the brigade wAs sent into line to cover the German retreat on

the Cambrai-St. Quentin front and the reorganization did not take place(ll).

The Swiss Army of 1912 contained eight bicycle companies, one assigned

to the headquarters of each division, one to army headquarters, and one to the

cavalry brigade (4O) . The strength of a cyclist company in 1916 was 179(41).

In 1915, a Dutch Army Regimental Headquarters had four bicycles for

orderlies and 12 bicycles for reconnaissance patrol. The Dutch bicycle company
(42,1+3)

contained 150 men

In Italy, in 1911, each Bersaglieri Regiment b I one company of cyclists,

which was employed in supporting a cavalry brigade ( 44 ) . In 1916, 12 cyclists were

assigned to a squadron, and a total of 60 were assigned to a regiment, consolidated
(45)

into one command under an officer
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The strength of the British bicycle corps in World Var I is not quite

clear. One source says %hat the British cyclists corps mu-ered 20,130 sen in

March of 1918( J. Another source says that 100,000 wheels vere in use in the

British Army ( 9 ) . Perhaps the latter figure includes bicycles used for nessenger

service, camp transportation, recreations and other non-troop urez. In 1942, each

infantry battalion had 33 cycles attached to it. These were used for maintaining

cvunications when radio or telephone arrangements broke down, and for

reconnaissance vrk, including the making of maps of areas ahead of a unit.

In 1911, the French Arwy had five bicycle ccmpanies. Each one of the

companies had four officers and 120 men, nine of who were noncomissioned

officers. War strength was brought up to 175 rifles(32 ). During World War I, the

French and Belgian Armies are reported to have used 150,000 bicycles
(9)

In the U. S., a bicycle corps was first organized in July, 1896, with

the creation of the 25th Infantry Bicycle Corps. This was not a very sizable

organization, consisting of one lieutenart, one sergeant, one corporal, one

(9)musician, and five privates . In 1910, there were only 200 bicycles in use

in the U. S. military service (' 7 ). The U. S. Army had no cycle corps in World

War I, although 29,000 bicycles were used in the American Expeditionary Force (9 ).

However, by 1925 the table of equipment of the war-strength infantry division

specified the following apportioning of bicycles: special troops, 18; two infantry

brigades, 112; one artillery brigade, 20; one combat engineer regiment, 25 ( g) .

In 1941, the 500-man-strong 88th infantry airborne battalion was formed. The

battalion had 140 motorcycles, a small number of jeeps, and come bicycles.

According to the New York Times, the number of bicycles used was 280(48); but an

article in the publication American Bicyclists and Motorcyclists in early 1942 set

(35)
the number of cyclists at 40 . At about this same period, the military police

recommended that bicycles be adopted for military police use on the following basis:
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ten for aviation, post, cmp, and station military police ccpe'ny; for per military

police battaicm headuJarters, zone of the interior; six per military police company,

zone of the interior; and four per prisoner of var inclomue. It is Interesting to

note that the mtary police also reccmended that a suitable lock be issued with

each bic.ycle( 49) .

In 1943 the War Production Board allocated 60,000 bicycles for the

Armed Forces. These were principaly used for transportation. The U. S. Army

Mobility Ccand reports that at the present time there are no formal bicycle

units in the U. S. Army(L2).

The Japanese Army ured bicycles extensively during World War II, but

little detail is available(50). Writing in the Infantry Journal in 192,

Lieutenant Colonel Paul W. Thompson commented, "In the Japanese advance a

Malayan bicycle seen (and there were many to be seen) vas a bicycle commandeered.

After a few days of campaigning, the sight of Jap patrols and units wheeling

down the jungle lanes became commonplace". The same article has an illustration

of a bicycle tied on the rear of a tank which was ambushed just south of the

Muar River by the Australians. The article also makes the point that the

Japanese moved by foot, by boat, and by bicycle, while the British Empire forces

moved by truck. The advantage was definitely with the Japanese(51). Many

thousands of the Columbia CCMPAX folding bicycle were used by Dutch parachute

troops in Java(52, 53)

In 1963, the Army of the National Front of Liberation of South Vietnam

(Viet Cong) used bicycles to cover large distances through the Jungle.

The most detailed information on the organization of bicycle troops

is contained in War Department Technical Manual TM-E 30-451 entitled Handbook on

(5,)
German Military Forces, March 15, 19(45 One of the three infantry regiments

in the Volks Grenadier Division was an infantry regiment (bicycle). That regiment
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included one infantry battalion (bicycle), and one normal infantry battalion, a

regimental infantry howitzer ccpany, and a regimental bazooka company. The ]

bicycle infantry regiuent was employed in the same way as the other two battalions

of the Volks Grenadier Division or used as a mobile reserve.

Appendix C contains numerous organizational charts and records of

bicycle strength for various components of the German Army during World War II.

Tactics

The best information obtained on the tactical action of cyclists was

found in Cyclist Training issued by the British General Staff in 1917, and in

Die Ralfahrtruppe.. (10), published in 1925 by Major Rudolf Theiss of the Austrian

Army (excerpts from both of these publications are presented in Appendix D).

Although some of this information may appear to be anachronistic today, it does

represent the tactical application of the bicycle at the peak of its usage.

Specifications, Equipment, and Training
for the Military Cyclist

Military cyclists are soldiers mounted on bicycles, either as a temporary

or permanent assignment. Tdeally, they should possess tactical understanding,

rapid capacity for adaptation and decision, good terrain orientation, independence,

capability for bold action in case of isolation, a serse of responsibility, a

capacity for surveying the total position from large distances, and attachment

(10)
to a task connected with strain and privation

The duty to be perfoimed by a military cyclist may be the rapid convey-

ance of orders or dispatches, scouting or patrolling, signalling, reconnoitering

the enemy's position, sketching, or acting in considerable strength in support of
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j his advance cavalry, or independently of it. These varied duties demand

intelligence, some education, accurate Judgment, caution, and skill ( 6') .

In 1892, a cyclist was expected to possess a sound constitution and

was not to be more than 5 feet 8 inches tall nor weigh more than 140 pounds(56 ) .

By 1898, the allowable weight was increased to 150 pounds ( 1 5 ) , and by 1925, the

Austrian Army had further increased the allowable weight to between 155 and

165 pounds. At the same time, it was noted that the allowable height was only

6o inches. This latter figure appears somewhat questionable(l0).

In principle, the cyclist is clothed, equipped, and armed in such a

way that he can lay down his bicycle at any time and enter combat immediately as

an infantryman, even for several days. But this poses some problems. On the one

hand, the cyclist needs the 3ame field garb as the infantryman, suitable for foot

combat as well as for camp; on the other hand, he needs protection against weather;

when he is riding on the bicycle, the field garb may not be suitable. A light,

windproof Jacket is preferred since cyclists must be equipped as lightly as

possible(10) . In cold weather, arctic overshoes, the winter cap, and fur collar

are a necessity, the inaction of the hands and feet while riding renders them

especially sensitive to cold(15).

In 1925, Major Theiss pointed out that the cyclist needs a special gas-

protecting device, since the usual gas mask encumbers breathing and fits too

tightly around the face. Any restriction of volume of air breathed is an obstacle

to efficient cycling. When marching freely, the foot soldier breathes seven times

per minute, the volume of air breathed being 13 liters; the cyclist, however, at

15 kilometers per hour breathes 12 times per minute, using a volume of 25 liters.

Hence, Major Theiss recommended that a gas-protection device be arranged in such

a way that it does not hinde- the cyclist too much in seeing or breatbing(10).
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On Lieutenant Moss's trip from Fort Missoula, Montana, to St. Louis,

Missouri, in 1897, he weighed and measured his troopers Just before leaving

Fort Missoula and again 3 days after reaching St. Louis (7). Sixteen gained in

chest expansion; the greatest individual gain was 3 inches and the smallest

1/8 inch; the average gain was 1-1/16 inches; and three neither gained or lost.

Four increased in right-bicep measurements; maximu= increase was 3/4 inch;

minimum was 1/4 inch. Nine lost: maximum loss was 1-1/2 inches; rinimum was 1/4

inch; five neither increased or decreased. Ten gained in right-leg measurements:

maximum gain was 1 inch; minimum was 1/8 inch. Four lost: maximum loss was

1 inch; minimum was 1/4 inch; five neither lost nor gained. Fourteen gained in

weight: maximum gain was 9 pounds; minimum was 2 pounds. Five lost: maximum

loss was 6 pounds; minimum was 1 pound.

Writing in 1898, Captain Giddings said(15):

"The stomach is the organ most affected by severe cycle
marches, and especial care should be taken that it be not
deranged.

"Only plain food should be eaten, and that should be
thoroughly masticated. Soup, eggs, fish, beef, mutton, poultry,
ordinary vegetables, bread, and coffee are recommended; veal,
pork, turnips, cabbage, etc.; are to be avoided.

"Cyclists should drink as little as possible between
meals, and then only coffee, which should be carried in the
canteens. They should always ride with the mouth shut,
breathing through the nostrils only. Breathing through the
nostrils prevents thirst ir a measure, and economizes tue
strength of the soldier. Alcoholic stimulants should be
avoided."

In 1925, Major Theiss also advocated abstinence from alcohol. He

believed that no man should undertake a large trip with an empty stomach, and

advocated the use of small food supplements (chewing gum, fruit, dehydrated

fruit, etc.)(lO).
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The fact that bicycles are used by a large part of the population in

their daily activities suggests the ease of organizing improvised units.

Major Tbeiss argues very strongly against this viewpoint. He btates that the

entire bicycle unit is essentially controlled by the technique of the march,

and to treat this all-important question as a secondary matter is tv misunder-

stand completely the very nature of the bicycle unit. Cycling in formation on

poor roads, in the dark over large distances, with field equipnent requires

thorongh schooling if the company is to be kept in intact formation.

Major Theiss continues
(10 ):

"1. The soldier as a cyclist on a heavily packed and

heavy ticycle must be able to cover on poor roads and at a
certain speed, an average daily distance of 60 to 80 kilometers
and still remain ready for action. This makes the difference
between the sufficient ryclist and the military cyclist. Even
the best race cyclist is not always suitable to make an army
cyclist without preparation.

"During cycling other muscles are used than during walking.
These are, especially, the glutex and lower leg extensors, which
must be strengthened and thoroughly formed, and this is obtained
only by systematic training.

"Heart and lungs, among other organs, are taxed and must
be healthy. The least irregularity of the heart degenerates
rapidly into a cardiac disease. Tired or weak lungs cannot
compensate for the high requirements made by cycling on the
respiratory organs. Let us not forget the increase in temper-
ature of the body during cycling and the subsequent rapid
cooling when the ride is interrupted.

"Cycling requirsd more strength than walking, &lthough
in sufficient daily use of the bicycle the cyclist needs less
strength than the pedestrian. To cover a definite distance,
the average daily performance of the infantryman is 15 to
20 kilometers; that of the cyclist is 60 to 80 kilometers.
Both need four to five hours to cover the distance in question;
but four hours of cycling strains more and requires much more
strength than five hours of walking. According to L. P. Zuntz,
a man uses 40.3 calories per kilometer at the rate of four
kilometers per hour; while walking he uses 20.84 calories per
kilometer at the rate of 15 kilometers per hour in cycling."
[Road conditions would, of course, be quite important in any
such computation.)
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Theiss proposed a three-phase training program: (1) school cycling;

(2) safety and terrain cycling; and (3) endurance cycling.

For enduranne cycling, he proposed that the first daily performance

be limited to 12 to 15 kilometers at a speed of 4 kilometers per hour. This

was gradually increased until the cyclist could cover from 20 to 30 kilometers

daily at a speed of from 12 to 15 kilometers per hour. Then an extensive march

and combat exercise was undertaken, systematically increasing the daily performance

to 80 kilometers. From time to time and for rather short distances a speed of

20 kilometers per hour was attained.

After each cycling hour, a short rest or a short foot march (both of

about 10 minutes) was ordered. If cycling is uninterrupted for several hours,

the muscles used during cycling become very tired while the other muscles become

relaxed excessively, hence a short res or a change in muscle activity is

advisable. When the cycling distance exceeded 60 kilometers, a midday rest of

from 2 to 3 hours was generally employed. The tasks to be performed and road

and weather conditons, generally determined the number and length of rests.

Mobilityof Bicycle Troos

Speed and Distance

Speeds attained and distances traversel are highly dependent upon the

terrain and the environmental conditions encountered. Despite these potential

variations, several armies have developed certain standards of performance,

presumably based on average conditions, and these standards are, in general,

rather consistent.

For its bicycle messengers, the United States Army Signal Corps in

World War II prescribed a rate of travel of six miles per hour for routine
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messages, ten miles an hour for priority messages, and "highest speed consistent

j with the certainty of arrival" for urgent and operational priority messages(57' 58) .

This is little different from that specified by Lieutenant May in 339266). A-

that time, cadence was defined as the number of revolutions per minute of the

pedal and designated as slow, easy, quick, or double. Due to the gearing of the

bicycle of that day, this resulted in corresponding speeds of 4, 6, 10, and 16 miles

per hour. The first three of these speeds were still in use in 1898, but this

time were oriented to infantry marching time, rather than the mechanical construc-

tion of the bicycle(l5). The marching rates, mounted, were given as:

"Slow time -- moving at the rate of infantry marching in
quick time; 300 feet per minute; 4 miles per hour. This gait
will be used only when marching with other troops.

"Ordinary time -- moving at the rate of infantry marching
in double time; 540 feet per minute; 6 miles per hour. This
gait will invariably be used unless otherwise crdered.

"Fast time -- at the rate of cavalry marching at the gallop;
10 miles per hour. This gait will be used by couriers and when-
ever ordered. The chief of the leading subdivision always
regulates the gait".

"The average march per day for any considerable body on
ordinary roads is 50 miles. The usual marches of cyclists,
however, will be forced, and when the urgency is great, the
roads fair, and the load light, 75 to 100 miles can be covered
in 10 hours."

The British Army in 1917 also specified that the rate of marching,

excluding halts, would generally vary from 8 to 10 miles an hour, according to

the weather, the nature of the country, and the state of the road. Some cyclist

units might attain a higher rate of speed, even for considerable distances, but

the above is the average pace at which a column could travel for any length of

time. Insofar as distance was concerned (55): "A column of the size of a
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battalion should not be expected to cover more than 50 miles in a day, under

favorable conditions of road and weather, until the men have had considerable

training and are in hard condition, when they may cover up to 60 miles. Small

parties of selected riders can march a hundred miles a day for several consecutive

days without undde fatigue, provided that the conditions are favorable."

According to the Italian regulations of 1904, the rate of march of

cyclists was as follows: slow rate, 5 miles per hour; maneuvering rate, 6 to

7 miles per hour; road speed, 7 to 10 miles per hour; and accelerated rate of

march, up to 12 miles per hour. Cyclists could ride up to 50 miles, without

long rests. For riding 55 to 60 miles, from 5 to 6 hours were required(4).

The German Army in 1945 specified the average speed of a cyclist

march column as eight miles per hour(5  . In 1940, Swiss bicycle troops on a

training exercise covered a distance of 200 miles through the Alps in 36-1/2 hours

maintaining an average speed of five and a half miles per hour(27). Furstenberg,
writing in approximately 1941, stated that German military cyclists were expected

to obtain a speed of 7 m " ,s per hour for average performance, and from 4 to

5 miles per hour or less on poor roads, hilly or mountainous grounds, or under

conditions of bad weather or head wind. He also stated that daily performance

was expected to be 35 to 42 miles, and under very favorable conditions up to

(59)72 miles

In 1925, Major Rudolf Theiss of the Austrian Army 
stated(10)

"The average speed of closed units, in the case of excellent
flat roads and good weather, is 15 km [9 miles) per hour for a
period of three to four hours, 10 to 12 km [6 to 7 miles] per
hour for periols exceeding four hours, on rather poor roads and
during unfavorable weather 8 km [5 miles) per hour, and in very
unfavorable cases 6 km [3-1/2 miles) an hour only, During the
night the average speed can decrease to 4 km [2-1/2 miles] per
hour. That is the infantry speed. The average day march
performance of the infantry (4 km per hour [2-1/2 miles )
compared with that of the cavalry (8 km (5 miles] per hour) and
to that of the bicycle unit stand in the ratio of 1:2:3 (up to 4).
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j "Patrol and individual cyclist messengers can cover up to
20 km [12 miles] per hour. For larger detachments, the 20 i
per hour speed is possible only for a short distance. The higher
speed of the bicycle unit, as compared with that of other forms' ions,
affirms itself mainly in the day performance.

I "The average day performance of a well trained bicycle unit
e is 80 km [48 miles], with performance up to 100 an,' 120 km

[60 and 72 miles] possible at times. All these numbetas are given1 with great reserve."

I Effect of Terrain

I Discussion of the effect of terrain upon the mobility of the bicycle

generally devolves into two seemingly polarized viewpoints. One is that any

I departure from flat, good roads represents a decrease in the mobility of the

bicycle. The other is that the bicycle is capable of traversing any terrain

I regardless of its difficulty. Closer inspection of the statements of the

advocates of this second viewpoint, however, discloses that they tend to under-

I state or de-emphasize the fact that the ability to traverse this difficult terrain

Iis predicated upon the fact that the bicycle rider must either push or carry his

vehicle over the areas where riding is impractical. They also gloss over the fact

that the nonriding portions of the trip may be a substantial percentage of the

'1 total. In sum, however, the use of the bicycle may provide the infantryman with

increased mobility as compared to that of the foot soldier.

Bicycle mobility has been affected by both the surface and the grade

traversed. The hard-surfaced road, of course, provides the optimum track

I for the utilization of bicycle mobility. But the existence of this type of

i surface greatly alleviates the need for bicycle troops since motorized infantry

can be used more effectively under these conditions. For either on- or off-road

i travel, the cyclist is faced with a variety of surface oonditions -- mud, sand,

jj snow, uneven surfaces, grades, manmade and natural obstaLcles, water, and dust.

I
I
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battalion sLould not be expected to cover ubore than 50 miles in a day, under

favorable conditions of road and weather, until the men have had considerable

training and are in hard condition, when they may cover up to 60 miles. Small

parties of s-.lected riders can march a hundred miles a day for several consecutive

days vithout undue fatigue, provided that the conditions are favorable."

According to the Italian regulations of 1904, the rate of march of

cyclists was as follows: slow rate, 5 miles per hour; maneuvering rate, 6 to

7 miles per hour; road speed, 7 to 10 miles per hoar; and accelerated rate of

march, up to 12 ndles per hour. Cyclists could riae up to 50 miles, without

long rests. For riding 55 to 60 miles, from 5 to 6 hours were required(44 ).

The German Army in 1945 specified the average speed of e cyclist

march column as eight miles per hour Q . In 1940, Swiss bicycle troops on a

training exercise covered a distance of 200 miles through the Alps in 36-1/2 hours

maintaining an average speed of five and a half miles per hour (27) . Furstenberg,

writing in approximately 1941, stated that German mllitary cyclists were expected

to obtain a speed of 7 miles per hour for average performance, and from 4 to

5 miles per hour or less on poor roads, hilly or mountainous grounds, or under

conditions of bad weather or head wind. He also stated that daily performance

I
was expected to be 35 to 42 miles, and under very favorable conditions up to

72 miles ]

in 1925, Major Rudolf Theiss of the Austrian Army stated

:*The average speed of closed units, in the case of excellent
flat roads and good weather, is 15 km [9 mriles] per hour for a
period of three to four hours, 10 to 12 km [6 to 7 miles] per 1
hour for periods exceeding four hours, on rather poor roads and
during unfavorable weather 8 km [5 miles] per hour, and in very
unfavorable cases 6 1m [3-1/2 miles) an hour only, During the I
night the average speec can decrease to 4 km (2-1/2 milesi per

hour. That is the infantry speed. The average day march
perforrance of the infantry (4 km per hour [2-1/2 miles]) 
compared with that of the cavalry (8 km [5 miles) per hour) and
to that of the bicycle unit sternd in the ratio of 1:2:3 (up to 4).
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"Patrol and individual cyclist messengers can cover up to
20 km (12 miles] per hour. For larger detachments, the 20 km
per hour speed is possible only for a short distance. The higher
speed of the bicycle unit, as compared with that of other formations,
affirms itself mainly in the day performance.

"The average day performance of a well trained bicycle unit
is 80 km [48 miles], with performance up to 100 and 120 km
[60 and 72 miles] possible at times. All these numbers are given
with great reserve."

Effect of Terrain

Discussion of the effect of terrain upon the mobility of the bicycle

generally devolves into two seemingly polarized viewpoints. One is that any

departure from flat, good roads, represents a decrease in the mobility of the

bicycle. The other is that the bicycle is capable of traversing any terra.n

regardless of its diffic Ity. Closer inspection of the statements of the

advocates of this second viewpoint, however, discloses that they tend to under-

state or de-emphasize the fact that the ability to traverse this difficult terrain

is predicated upon the fact that the bicycle rider must either push or carry his

vehicle over the areas where riding is impractical. They also gloss over the fact

that the nonriding portions of the trip may be a substantial percentage of the

total. In sum, however, the use of the bicycle may provide the infantryman with

increased mobility as compared to that of the foot soldier.

Bicycle mobility has been affected by both the surface and the grade

traversed. The hard-surfaved , . of course, provides the optimum track

for the utilization of bicycle tbility. But the existence of this type of

surface greatly alleviates the need for bicycle troops since motorized infantry

can be used more effectively under these conditions. For either on- or off-road

travel, the cyclist is faced with a variety of surface conditions -- mud, sand,

snow, uneven surfaces, grades, manmade and natural obEtacLes, water, and dust.



In July, 1896, the U. S. Army organized the 25th U. S. Infantry Bicycle

Corps under the command of Second Lieutenant James A. Moss. Moss conducted j
numerous experiments in the mountain country in the area of Fort Missoula, Montana,

that year, and the following year took the corps on a 1,900-mile trip from Fort

Missoula to St. Louis, Missouri. The corps covered this 1,900 miles in 34 days

of actual travel, averaging 55.9 miles i;-r day and 6.3 miles per hour. (The

Commanding General, Headquarters Department of Dakota, figured that when the

actual time consumed, each day, from starting point to destination, including

the stoppages for repairs to the wheels, etc., was taken into consideration, the

average rate for the trip was only 3.9 miles per hour.)

Lieutenant Moss's comments on the roads of that day are rather interesting

and perhaps could apply to roads in some of the developing nations today.

According to Lieutenant Moss(7):

"Some of the roads were about as good dirt roads as could
be found anywhere in the United States, while others were a
disgrace to civilization. As a rule we found the roads an
index to the people of the communities through which we passed.
Where the roads were properly graded and well worked, the
inhabitants were well informed, used modern farming implements,
had fine windmill and other conveniences. On the other hand,
where the roads were in a bad condition and evidently much
neglected, the people were narrow-minded, devoid of any knowl-
edge of the topography of the country, and behind the times
in everything."

Lieutenant Moss found that gumbo mud was the greatest deterrent to

mobility. Time and time again the bicycle troop was forced to dismount and roll

the bicycle along, or forced to dealy the trip while mud was scraped from the

wheels, chain, and sprocket.

This reiterated comments made in hie 1896 report of the experimental work

done by the 25th U. S. Infantry Bicycle Corps in the territory surrounding Fort
'26)

Missoula, wherein he stated that the wheels were a hindrance only in gumbo mud' .
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His attitude tcard gumbo mud, of course, vas reconfirmed during his 1897 trip,

but he also found loose sand to be a formidable hindrance. On the morning of

July 5, 1897, the corps struck the sand hills of Nebraska. Lieutenant Moss's

narrative says in part() :

"This part of the trip was a real nightmare. It was
impossible to make any headway by following the wagon road
in loose sand ankle-deep, and the corps therefore, followed
the railroad track for 170 miles, before they got out of the
sand. By almost superhuman efforts this distance was covered
in -1/2 days, averaging 37.7 miles per day. The alkali water
was abominable and the heat terrific. On July 7, the thermom-
eter registered 1100 in the shade, and over half the corps
were sick, two soldiers having their feet badly blistered
from the burning sand.

"Some of our experiences, especially while in the sand
hills of Nebraska, tested to the utmost not only their physi-
cal endurance but also their moral courage and disposition;
and I wish to commend them for the spirit, pluck, and fine
soldierly qualities they displayed."

While Captain Giddings in his Manual for Cclists, published in 1898,

disagreed with Lieutenant Moss to some extent by maintaining that heat and cold

could not materially affect the merch of cyclists, he reinforced Lieutenant Moss'

attitude towards sand by stating (15): "In climbing steep hills or passing over

sandy stretches the command is habitually dismounted. Riding up hills or in

sand only exhausts the men. Walking at such times not only saves their strength,

but makes a change and rest from riding." Sand remained an obstacle to the

bicycle troop through World War II. Sir Edmund Crane, writing in 1944 about the

Normandy invasion, pointed out that the bicycle troops were forced to scramble

over the beaches before it was possible for them to re-form and once more mount

(36)
their wheels

At the other climatic extreme, snow also poses its problems for the

cyclist. Cycling is still possible with a 10-centimeter (- 4 inch snow layer, but

hard-frozei snow may cause slight falls; hence, speed should be decreased(10 ).
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In October, 1940, a Swiss Army bicycle patrol of 15 men traveled approximately

200 miles through the Swiss Alps in a 36 -1/2-hour period. The ascent from

Kandersteg, 3,835-foot altitude, to the summit of the Gemii, 7,640 feet, proved

the crucial test. The troop encountered rain, sleet, and snow, and finally

common snow fields, one after the other, 22 in all. With their bicycles mostly

on their shoulders, the men overcame these treacherous stretches without mishap.

With complete equipment and ammunition, each bicycle weighed 132 pounds (27)

Uneven terrain is also a source of hazard and discomfort to the

military cyclists. On a trip from San Antonio, Texas, to San Marcos, Texas,

in 1895, Major Leo M. Maus reported that(60): "The character of the soil is

either adobe, gravel, stoney, or clay, and the road is fringed nearly its entire

length with a growth of mesquite. Owing to the rains during the season, the

roads were very badly cut up and had dried in this manner, making wheeling a

difficult matter except for the expert road rider. In many places, only a

narrow track was left betweer the ruts and the slightest deviation

was liable to throw the rider and injure the wheel." Major Maus also remarked

that cyclists must understand that the greatest care should be observed in riding

over rough or rocky roads and that they should dismount and lead the wheel at such

points in order to prevent it from being disabled.

The physiological effect of riding over this rugged terrain was

encou.witered by Lieutenant Moss on his trip to St. Louis (7 )• He advocated some

handlebar device for taking up the vibration or a part of it. On several occasions,

the cyclists suffered during the day, and were kept awake at night from pains in

the hands and arms caused from the constant jarring of the machines while riding

over rough roads. This same problem was Lonsidered by Cornell Aeronautical

Laboratory, Inc., in its April 24, 1962, Proposal Number 411 entitled
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"A Preliminary Proposal for Very Light Weight, Off-Road Ground Vehicle Concepts

and a Program of Prototype Developeents" which was submitted to the Advanced

Research Projects Agency on May 7, 1962. No action was taken on the proposal at

that time. It was suggested in the proposal that suspension be provided to

alleviate the off-road ride problem and therefore permit higher cross-country

speeds."J 3 8 ) However(as stated earlier in this report (page 31)], an article

on Polish Airborne Cavalry recommends unsprung vehicles to reduce weight and

sz(39).size.

Another of the natural obstacles which the military cyclists must

surmount is that of the jrade which he must negotiate. Lieutenant Moss considered

the bicycle to be a hind,.ance when ascending or descending grades steeper than

4.5 degrees (7). Major Theiss points out that a 3 per cent slopeh requires twice

as much effort to maintain the same cycling speed as on a flat road(lO).

Kann mentions another inconvenience due to the pace imposed by changes

of grade (32) :"

"In this manner, the head of an element, after a descent
executed quickly, encounters a steep gradient, obliging it to
slack in its advance abruptly; the rear, at this moment, will
find itself still on the slope and will likewise reduce its
speed in order not to throw the first files into disordo, . At
the top of the hill, the inverse phenomenon is produced. It
will result in elongations and contractions, similar to the
movements of an accordion. To prevent these at once or to
limit them, it is necessary to allow certain play between the
files and the sufficiently considerable distances of a section
following; if the strength of the column permits several
companies, a free space of from 300-400 meters, was generally
estimated to be suitable to maintain between them. Besides,
the cyclist marched two or three in line (instead of four as
troops on foot or mounted); this is a second cause of elonga-
tion. One acts wisely, therefore, not to group the cyclists.
into too strong units, which stretch out beyond measure over
the roads, becoming heavy and burdensome."
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The manual, Cclist Training, Provisional, 1917, issued by the General
(5

Staff of Great Britain's War Office contains similar advice 55)

"Columns should not ride up long or steep hills, as it
fatigues the men, and but little time is saved.

"In the case of long columns this rule would ordinarily
entail the rear of the column marching some distance along
level or even downhill ground, which is both a waste of time
and energy. It is advisable therefore, whenever it is
unnecessary to economize road space, to allow considerable
latitude as to the distances between platoons and companies,
so that the need for premature dismounting may be reduced to
a minimum. When descending steep winding hills, cyclists
should always walk. If the hill is suitable to ride down,
men should not be made to wallt purely with the object of
retaining a prescribed distance; it Just be borne in mind that
downhill riding is one of the best means of resting and
refreshing men in a long ride; therefore, as each platoon
reaches a crest of a hill, they should mount and be allowed
to ride down at a steady pace, set by the leader in conformity
to the slope. On reaching level ground the pace can be reduced
with the cbject of letting the rear platoon close up."

"It should be remembered that, if the head of the column
is halted at the top of the hill, the march cannot be renewed
without an undue lengthening of the road space occupied.."

Major Theiss mentions another natural obstacle hich the cyclist

encounters (1): "Winds, especially side and front winds, slow down cycling

or may prevent it. According to Du Bois Reymond, a cycling speed of 2.4 kgm

effort is needed when there is no vind. Whereas a 4.2 kgn effort is required

with a wind of 6 mph, the same wind in the back requires 1.9 kgm only."

Lieutenant Moss also stated (7): "The wind is one of the worst and

most discouraging things to contend against."

Writing in the Infantry Journal in September, 1942, Bert Levy

commented(61): "You know which walls and fences are low enough for you noiselessly

to lift a bicycle over them an " pedal away."
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I
In 1896, Lieutenant Moss encountered the problem of overccming natural

I -and marnade obstacles and seems to have solved them very well(26):

J "Aftar little practice the corps attained great profi-
ciency in getting over fences and fording streams. It would
take up only 20 seconds to halt, get over an ordinary fence
and start again. Several times we got over, with very little
trouble, a board fence nine feet high, the bicycles being
packed in heavy marching order.

"To get over an ordinary rail or picket fence, the corps
acted in sets of two's: they were first formed in columns
or files, parallel to the fence and dismounted, if not already
so. At the comand 'Jump the fence' every number one would
rest his wheel against the fence and get over as quickly as
possible; number two would chen grasp his own bicycle by the
neck and rear bar of the diamond and hand it over the fence
to number one, who would grasp it in a corresponding position
and rest it against his side of the fence. After number one's
wheel had been gotten over in the same way, he would get over
the fence as quickly as possible, everyone then assuming the
position of 'stand to bicycle', facing in the same direction
as before the fence was Jumped. To get over a high board fence,
all the wheels were rested against the fence; six men would get
on top of the fence by first standing on their bicycles, with
one foot on the seat and the other on the handlebars, with
their hands on top the fence, and then raising themselves up:
three of the men now on top would Jump down on the other side:
the two men who had remained on the opposite side would then
raise the wheels up and hand them to the men on the fence,
who in turn handed them down to the men on the otber side.
When all the wheels had been thus gotten over, the men on the
fence would lean over as far as possible, and catching hold
of the hands of the soldiers on the ground, would help them
over. Everyone having gotten over, the same formation was
assumed as after getting over an ordinary rail or picket
fence.

"In fording streams, if the water were not more than 10
or 12 inches deep, the wheels were either rolled or carried

- across by their riders. In deep water, however, especially
with a swift current, every wheel was carried across by the
soldiers: the wheel was rested on a strong stick at the

4Junction of the neck and lower bar of the diamond, either
end of' the stick resting on their shoulders, while they
steadied the wheel with their hands.

"Our wheels were packed in the heavy marching order in

all these exercises and we could not, therefore, roll them
through water more than a foot or so deep without wetting our
rifles and knapsacks."



It should be remembered, however, when reading this account, that these

events took place prior to the invention of the folding bicycle by Captain Gerard

of the French Army( 6 2).

Dust does not affect the cyclist's mobility, but it does have a bearing

on detection of a bicycle troop. Although one writer states that one advantage

the bicycle troop has over a cavalry patrol is the fact that it raises little

dust and it is impossible to tell from the track which way the troop was going(
1 5 ),

another says that a closed bicycle column, when the weather is dry, causes a large

cloud of dust which can be easily recognized by the enemy. A formation in depth

(10)
decreases this danger

A British civilian who traveled approximately 500 miles by bicycle with

the Viet Cong in 1963 found that even with all the hazards connected with bicycle

travel in Vietnam--narrow winding trails, roots, snags, stumps, traps, loops, spikes,

bamboo trellises, and overhead creepers--it provided a good means of transportation

and was preferable at times to being in a Jeep since the silence of bicycle travel

allowed early warning of approaching planes and the cyclists had ample time to

hide in the undergrowth.

To summarize, it seems clear that the nature of the terrain and the

natural forces of the environment encountered severely affect the mobility of

bicycle troops. Onze the bicycle leaves the road or encounters adverse weather

conditions or even, for that matter, encounters substandard rcads, its mobility

is immediately reduced to some degree. Under these circumstances, appraisal of

the mobility of the military cyclist must be viewed, not in an absolute sense,

but in relation to alternate modes of movement. Thus, the bicycle may well be

used under certain circumstances to effect compromise between foot and motorized

movement. The decision, in each case, must be based on criteria pertinent to the

local environment, and miust result from an analysis of trade-off characteristics
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and from a series of value judgnents of the relative benefits to be gained as a

result of these trade-offs.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Bicycle Troops

The advantages and disadvantages inherent in the use of bicycle troops

have remained relatively unchanged through the years. As we trace statements of

writers on the subject through the years, a fairly consistent pattern emerges as

follows:

Advantages:

(1) During marches, the bicycle unit, because of considerable

expansion and depth, is uncommonly invulnerable to air attack( 1 0 , 59) .

(2) The bicycle requires no fuel and is inexpensive to maintain(4 9 ).

(3) Wooded areas and areas where only narrow footpaths are available

can be patrolled by bicycle(63)

(4) Owing to its high speed (compared with that of foot troops) the

bicycle unit can cross large distances in a short time and deploy

a corsiderable fire force in remote places( I 0 ,55059) .

(5) Bicycles do not create as large a cloud of dust as tanks or
trucks(10).

(6) Bicycle units are relatively silent, and therefore they are more

suitable for night , work than trucks or tanks(lOD44,55P59' 6 3).

(7,55)(7) Cyclists are less conspicuous than tankers or cavalry

(8) Cover for bicycles is not essential; consequently cyclists in an

emergency can cone into action at once in open country, provided

there is cover such as a small ditch or bank, for the men ( 55 ) .

(9) Troops with full packs can be moved distances of 75 to 120 miles

per day by bicycle, depending upon the terrain, along shoulders

of highways that are congested with traffic( 6 3 ) .
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Disadvantages:

(1) Bicycle troops cannot eMPloy shock tactics as can tanks and

cavalry(55).

(2) Operations of bicycle troops are restricted to the close proximity

of roads, and, if these are unsuitable oving to weather or other

cwises, the rate of march may beccmne less than that of

infantry(15,55, 59).

(3) Cyclists, acting alone, are easily mbushed( 44' 55).

(4) Bicycle troops take up a comparatively large road space on the

(9).4

(5) Tn performing the mission assigned, cyclists cannot depart far

from their bicycles without sacrificing the mobility gained frcm

the bicycle(32, 64).

(6) In time of retreat, direction is often constrained by the need

to travel over well-defined paths rather than cross-country(55).

(7) Unfavorable terrain and weather seriously impair mobility(32'4 ).

(8) Changes of grade result in elongations and contractions of a

cyclist colun, similar to the movements of an accordion (see

page 45)('2,55)

Note: Dates of the references cited above are as follows:

Reference Date

10 1925
32 1911
44 1911
49 1942
55 1917
59 1941
63 1940
64 1913
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APPENDIX B

USE OF BICYCLE TRCOPS IN RL WA I

[Translated Excerpts from ie Radfaiertruppe..

Use in World War I

a. The Messenger on Bicycle

Telephone connection did not exist everywhere, hence the increasing use

of the messenger on bicycle or on motorcycle, especially where important military

action was being carried out.

b. The Bicycle Unit

In connection with the cavalry corps, the bicycle was used at the side

of the cavalry men in performing distant reconnaissance duties. in the German

and in the Austro-Hungarian army in the West and in the East (of the European

theater of war), as well as on the enemy side, engagements took place between

bicycle units and foremost army elements. German cavalry men and cyclists, for

instance, encountered English cyclists, September 8, 1914,near the bridge on

the Small Morin near Boitron, Belgian cyclists, October 7, near Edemolen, and

French cyclists, October 10, near Rouge Croix, Doulleu, and Morslede.

Task" individually involving reconnaissance, concealment (diversion),

and pursuit were performed.

The 1st bicycle company of the rifle battalion of the Guards was

divided into groups as an advance guard fox ths 5th Cavalry Division in pursuit

of the enemy.



On September 3rd, 1914, after a 35 km march, the Company in question

was approaching the Marne which was to be crossed near M. St. Pare, and reached

the river a few kilometers east of Chiteau-Thierry. The French expected the

appearing of enemy forces Co little, that they were careless in raising their

defenses along the South bank and also in a bridgehead position along the

North bank, so that they remained quite exposed.

The bicycle company immediately opened a surprise fire against the

French; a terrible panic followed. Even the group along the Borth bank was

completely taken by surprise, and although much superior in force, took to disorderly

flight over the bridge. Infantry and cavalry troops invaded the bridge

hurriedly, as this was prematurely blown up. This catastrophe and the well aimed

fire of the bicycle company resulted in the complete annihilation of the French

units. A large part died in the river, many were shot down when taking to flight,

the rest (one company) along the North bank was captured.

After this successful combat, the bicycle company returned immediately

to its original task to cross the Marne, which they did at Chateau-Thierzy.

Pursuit of the opponent by cyclists was carried elsewhere: by German

cyclists toward Gumbinnen and Eydtkuhnen in 1914 (where the bicycles were often

left 5 km back); in the West on September 6th, 1914 by 2 bicycle units and

5 troops with the Xth Reserve Corps through Esternay; by 2 bicycle comp.nies with

cavalry men, riflemen and engineer soldiers with the corps of the Guards toward

the Seine the same day: by the bicycle battalion of the cavalry division of the

Guards toward La Bassee and Bethune in !tobr 1914: in Wallachia in 1916, where

especiall:, the p,,xsuit action of the, it man 2nd bicycle brigade in the unit force

of the k. u. k Group Colonel von 3ziv6 between Cserna and Alt is worth

* Kaiserlich und koniglich = imperial and royal.
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mentioning; in Venetia in 1918, where groups of cavalry, machine guns on motor

vehicles, and cyclists were used by the Ithian cavalry corps in order to ..cupy

the region evacuated by the Autro-Lmgarianef. on September 9th, 1911, in a

pursuit movement, the French crossed the Marne first with the cyclists of the

10th Cavalry Division.

Many times it was the duty of the bicycle unit to seize rapidly

important localities, in order to guarantee the approach and deployment into

combat of the Army forces.

Thus on August 14th, 1914,Assesse was reached and occupied in front

of the enemy by two German squadrons, 1 bicycle company and 2 cannons; on

August 30th, a German bicycle detachment with cavalry men prevented the

bridges on the Oise near Ribecourt from being blown up, thus making possible the

crossing of the river by the Cavalry Corps von Richthofen; thus in 1914 the already

burning Nida bridge near Motkowice was saved by the rapid approach of German

cyclists; the bridge on the Czarna was open for the advance by occupying

the heights North of Moravica (near KJelce), and the same was done by timely

occupation of the bridges near Koscielec and Kola and of the 3 Bzura passages

near Alexandrov. In September,191 4 , the 10th French bicycle group was again

used (for instance near Warlencourt) only to permit deployment to the cavalry

division.

Not only individual important points can be occupied by cyclists more

rapidly than by any other detachment, b:it this can be done also by quite large

front sectors until the main unit bodies arrive.

During the Battle on the Aisne in 1914, it was the duty of a German

bicycle battalion, consisting of 6 companies, to hold the sector of Czerny

south of Laon from September 14 to 23.
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The combat of Haelen in 1914 is a Belgian counterpart of this. Ii
General de Witte (Belian Cavalry Division) had the order to delay the enemy in j i

the Gette-Demwr Line. For this purpose he occupied Diest with a bicycle engineer

c w, Zelck with 1 sqaadron and 2 bicycle platoons, Haelen with .L bicycle

company and 2 bicycle platoons, Geet-Betz with 1 squadron, Budigen with I

1 squadron, and Driecs with 1 bicycle platoon. Behind this defensive front, he

gathered as local supports in assaults 13 squadrons, 3 batteries, and 1 )icycle I

company with machine gun platoons at Loxbergen. The 3rd Belgian Brigade advancing

toward Loxbergen was still at a distance of 21 )im, whereas the cyclists of the

7 and 9th German rifle battallions were attacking already as advance elements !
of the Cavalry Corps Maritz. The German cyclists were stopped for 7 hours, since I
the next German eements (foot riflemen) were only able to arrive later.

An interesting example was given by the k. u. k. bicycle riflemen

for reconnaissance duties by cavalry and cyclists.

Two dragoon 3quadrons of the k. u. k. 7th Cavalry division, which had

been sent in advance the first day West of the Weichsel (Vista, Vistula) for

the purpose of strategic reconnaissance, and the bicycle company of the 24th ]
Military Police troops formed a liaison unit entrusted with reconnaissance duties

in the direction of KJelce.

Cavalry men and cyclists advanced on the highway of Miechow (Cracow) I
toward Kielce in order to locate the enemy, supposedly in force of a cavalry

division. August 13, the foremost cyclists encountered enemy cavalry men on

the height of Checiny. 11
The cavalry men shot a few times but retired immediately along the

highway northwards. Our following liaison patrol reported Zagroda as free from I
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the enemy; soon after this, however, the highway and railroad defile was

occupied by the enemy, just north from Zagroda.

Arriving at Zagroda, the commander of the bicycle company ordered

immediately a platoon to attack. This platoon vat forced to cross the bridge

north from Zagroda under enemy fire, but then it deployed on either side of the

highway, and since no aggressor was visible despite the fire from che forest,

it went in one movement up to the forest. At a distance of 100 steps from it,

some retreating enew cavalry men w -re noted. Arrived at the north edge of the

forest, the platoon suffered,from the outskirts of the locality called Bialogon,

an intense infantry fire whitib Yas soon mixed with the fire of individual

machine guns. Informed of this situation, the company candant came on bicycle

wv.th the machine gun platoon of the company to the position of the platoon.

The machine gun platoon was put into action; the other two platoons

were developed into an encircling attack on the right (east). Extending its own

left wing, a squadron which had arrived in the meantime soon took a hand in the

constantly increasing fire duel. Meanwhile the enemy had continued increasing

its fire; however, a precise estimation of the enemy force was not quite possible

because of the forest and of the well developed vegetation of the fields. But

now the enemy artillery commenced an intense fire; hence the commandant of the

reconnaissance unit judged that his task to force the enemy into deployment was

finished; he interrupted the fight and ordered to disengage rapidly. Without

being pursued by the enemy, the unit reached the height north of Checiny, vhile

individual patrols remained in the combat zone for diversion purpose.

Concerning the disengagement by th- bicycle company, the platoons

which had left their bicycles the farthest back were withdrawn first, whereas



the machine gun platoon with its escc .-;'cover) remained longest near the enemy,

and followed then rapidly on bicycle,

August 15 the main body of the k. u. k. bicycle battallon, which

had protected the camp of the 7th Cavalry Division for the night, received

the order to conduct reconnaissance duties from Kije. The cyclists soon

encountered the advance of the Russian Cavalry Division Novikov, which they routed

at the Nida bridge near Morawica, ring to a successful surprise fire. The

cavalry men taking flight vithdrw through the terrain "p to Kjelce, were

overtaken, while using the highway, by the pursuing cyclists and forced out -

of KJelce. The bicycle battalion continued Its reconnaissance through Kjelce

always comanding the large march route of the enemy cavalry in front.

The formation of mixed reconnaissance units, as in the preceding instance,

was in general use in 1914 already. Often, the cavalry men and the cyclists had

a radio station like during the reconnaissance of the cavalry division of the

Guards toward Namur-Dinant on August 8th, 1914, and elsewhere.

Most famous was the part taken by the k. u. k. bicycle riflemen in the

battle of Limanowa-Lapanow in 1914.

As, during this battle, at the culminating point of the Zrisis at

Alt-Sandec, a large gap was present against which the enemy was about to use an

entire corps, the battalion of bicycle riflemen, among the very last reserves,

was brought Just in time into action. Calvary elements were hurled against the

enemy who was forcing ahead toward Zabrzes; the Dunajec Valley, however, was

still open. The bicycle battalion was alarmed during the night, transported by

train to Neumarkt and from there sent to Zabrzes, in order to reach the aggressor

in the rear. December ll, 1914 - the decisive action of the battle occurred

in the night of December 11-12 - the cyclists received the order to push forviard

from Zabrzes in the valley to Lacko-Laczki, and to delay the enemy
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a The ,Idvanee ccmpsay apnroached up to 2 ka from Icko, put the machine

gun platoon into position here &nd brought a platoon into the attack, while

keeping te: other two ready for the sae purpose. Upon the advance of the first

line and when the machine gun comenced to ire., the eney evacuated its position

and took flight. Mwedate the battaion c ander ordered the 2nd Capa.y

to start pursdt on *-heir bicycles, while the advance ccaloy, deployed in a

foot fight, gathered near the bicycles. The pursuit was carried out until

S darkness of December 11, and was continued December 12.

uring the battle the following fact took place. On the left and on

the right of the valley highway respectively, one company was advancing on the

heights in combat formation. The other two ccpsaies remained as reserves on

the highway, and while advancing by sectors, led the bicycles of the entire

battalion with them. When the foremost companies reported that the heights

were free frm enemy elements, the two copanies near the bicycles were

imediately brought into further pursuit on bicycles, whereas the companies which

had been in the first line so far returned to their bicycles and followed.

As it had been the case at Limanova, a dangerous gap-was closed

successfull with the help of cyclists, and the cyclist reserves intervened again

on other threatened points.

IU tae ccmbat of the German 18th Cavalry Brigade at Quierzy on

September lth, 1914, a cyclist company was forming the last reserve. When a

race to the sea is involved, again and again we find the cyclists hurled against

the enemy, as it was the case at Miraumont in connection with the 2nd Army cavalry

corps on September 28th, at Achiet le Grand with the 7th Cavalry division,

at Grenay on October 15th with the 9th Cavalry division, whose artillery carried 4

a protection mission against enemy attacks.
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On the eastern front, the German 2nd bicycle brigade intervened in

August, 1916, at the Pantyr pass. In Rumania, in 1916, the 9th AavW c-.eated a

cyclist reserve.

In 1916, the Italians placed against the advancing k. u. k. units on the-I

Casam Meata their Bersaglieri cyclists as a last reserve, which as entirely V
captured vith the complete bicycle park by the 73rd Infantry Regiment. During

the battle on the Piave in June, 1918, each Italian corps in the plain had used

3 bicycle battalions as reserve, as vell as 3 bicycle battalions on the side

of the Austro-Hungarian forces, in order to use the initial success.

Finally, in frontier protection duties in the Burgenland, bicycle units

formed aobi.e reserves vhich warded off enemy penetrattion., by rapidly appearing

on the threatened point as it was the case at Schwarzenback October 31, 1921.

On the part of French bicycle units, a series of versatile uses in the

combined force of the cavalry division in the West in 1914 is known. The

combats of August 8 and 9 of the 5th French bicycle groups are extremely

instructive.

At Jemelle the cyclists form a standing side guard, while the cavalry

adv.nces toward Buissonville. In the same way they protect the cavalry during

the entire march up to the bridge of Poulseur. When the cavalry withdraws

the cyclists remain as a rear guard. In the reoion of Herbet the cyclists must

keep the Ourthe passages occupied, in order to protect the cavalry division

at rest. During two days cyclists were alternately a.vance guard, side guard

and rear guerd, reconnaissance unit and outposts, and covered 140 km in day

and night march. September 8 and 9, 1914, French cyclists in the forest of

Villera-Cotterets made a successful surprise attack on a German ammunition carrier

column accompanied by cyclists. September 20, thcy repeated a similar attack from

&Q ambush on the Cambrai-St. Quentin highway.
I4
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Very often bicycle battalions had to perform protection taskz, not

only as advance guard, side guard, and rear guard, but also as special combat

groups.

German cyclists with cuirassiers of the Guards and two batteries

formed the flank protection for the Richthofen Cavalry crps at Purnode frce

August i6 to 19, 1914. At Longueil on August 3lst, cyclists covered the

Oise passage of the German 4th Cavalry division, and formed at Mary-Licy,

September 8, 1914, together with a battalion, the right wing protection of the

Jarwitz Cavalry corps protecting the Marne.

As rear gr!d, French cyclists (10th Group) on September 24th, 1914, at

Peronne-3erny, are found active at the very place where they ie in t wee

secto-s, and permitted the regrouping of the infantry by delaying action at

Vermindovillers. A German rear guard of cyclists, hussars and infantry, holds

a bridgehead at Chateau. Thierry on September 8 and 9, 1914. In the withdrawal

cmbats in Albania, with the rear guard of the k. u. k. 20th Mountain brigade,

2 bicycle companies, 1 engineer company, and mountain batteries are used.

(Ochrida lake, September 12, 1917). On November lst, 1918,the Honved bicycle

battalion (Hutrarian army) protected the retreat of the 2nd Corps at Pinzano.

As rear covering force of the cavalry dirision of the. Guards attacking at

Soissons, cyclists and 2 bitteries fought at Leuilly on September lt, 1914.

Soon afterwards, on September l1th, the already distinguished lat bicycle company

of the Rifleman battalion of the Guards ^'ormed the rear guard of the retreating

5th Cavalry division. Atta,.ked in their flank by a French Zouave division,

the cyclists deployed toward the endangered flank and delayed the enemy untIl

the cavalry division was safe. Before interrupting the combat? first all the

bicycles of the half party were brought into a cover under enemy fire through
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ploughed land. From this cover, i. was possible for them to leave promptly and

reach. after satisfactory performance of their task, their previous rear guard

position.

Special engements must yet be mentioned among others:

Railroad destruction of the Gent-Crvurtrai line at the crossing point

of Wareghem by an operation unit formed of 1 squadron, 1 bicycle company,

2 batteries, and 1 radio station, of the Bavarian Cavalry division on

October 6th, 1914. Blowing-up of the Schelde bridge at Orroir the same day by

the cavalry with 1 bicycle company, 1 cavalry engineer battalion, and 1 battery

of th, .3rd German Cavalry division.

Concealment of the right flank of the von Kluck Army by a thrust of

th 9th Cavalry division with 1 bicycle battalion toward Rosoy on September 6th,

1914; formation of a "mobile barrier" in front of the enemy front by alternately

occupying different points, which was supposed to simulate infantry forces, by

the second French Group on September 8, 191k; concealment of the march into the

Siegfried position by means of bicycle battalions in 1917.

Outflanking of a rear guard by cavalry and cyclists of the 2nd Italian

Brigade at Fiaschetti on October 30, 1918. Nile the cavalry

had to contain the enemy on the Col del fer and then on the frontal hill,

cyclists with cavalry men performed an outflanking movement North, and thus,

unobserved by the enemy, reached the Bridge of Fiaschetti, which they occupied

without any casualties. This is a typical use of the cyclists.

In combination with armored cars (motor vehicles with inahine guns),

cyclists on the German side fought in the thrust movement at Nieppe on

April 13th, 1918, and on the French side in the defense battle at Edemolen on

October 7th, 1914, against the advance guard (1 squadron and 1 bicycle battalion)
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'I of the Bavarian Cavalry Division. The Italians also combined tanks with bicycle

battalions on November 4th, 1918 against the k. u. k. 2nd Corps.

A cyclist relay was organized in 1914 by the German cyclists between

I the Army Headquarters of Kjelce and the headquarters of the Cavalry Division

j at Wola Jacklowa.

j All the previous examples shed much light on the versatile and

I ~ successful use of the cyclist units, especially in mobile warfare. Beyond these

I examples, what we must not fail to iee is the activity of these units. We find

them again at the occupation of the Baltic Isles, at the seizure of Livonia and

Estonia, in Macedonia and on the Chersonese, in the Carpathians and in

Transylvania (Volcano Pass, Szurduk Pass), in Flanders, in Lorraine and ia the

Vosges, at the retreat on the Antwerp-River River Meuse line in 1918, aod

in many other battle fields.

The value of a mobile front reserve made itself felt on the Italim

Front, especially because of the extremely loose occupation on the side of

the k. u. k. units.

The few cyclists were constantly deployed into the endangered sectors

respectively, and as rifleme- took a timely hand in the ccmbat on each occasion.

From Adamello to the sea, the cyclists were in every place where they were

needed, reinforcing the defense, repelling attacks, recovering lost points.

Monte San ichele, Monte Piano, Sexten, Folgaria, Col di Lana, Rovereto,

Val Sugana, Colbricon, Monte Meletta, Col de Rosso, Montello, Piave... such

names hav3 far more to tell than tedious and lengthy descriptions. In the

Austrian coastal area, volunteer cyclist battalions served for the seashore

protection.

Position warfare was unable to lower the .mportance of the cyclist unit,

which only had to be used in the correct way. then the French, after the
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beginning of the position war, absorbed their t ,cist into the infantry, they

ccmmitted a great error which they had to acknowledge later.

In. Basic Principles Concerning Use and Cmand

1. Type of Use According to Units

The dispatching of messengers on bicycles depends on reliable time

se~hedule calculations taking into account the road and weather conditions.

Outside the combat zone, one messenger for one task is enough. In the battle

area, two messengers for the same task and on different roads is reccmnended.

The organization of lines of sentries (relay messengers), which cannot

be absolutely dispensed with, desp'te the progress of the liaison technique,

can under certain conditions be carried out by small elements of the bicycle

formation. For the most part this purpose will be fulfilled well by the unit

cyclists.

In the column servicep during marches, the unit cyclists must march

with their staff, that is, they walk their bicycles, since cycling at the pace

of the infantry produces a certain strain, in the long run. When carrying out

thicr duties, all messengers on bicycle must be assisted by the marching

columns by immediately clearing the best side of the highway or road.

The combat units of the cyclist branches of service are used either

quite independently as bicycle battalions, or in several battalions combined to

carry out definite cyclist missions, or within the framework of the cavalry

which they will relieve from certain tasks.

In combined advance, the cyclists will have to adjust their speed

to that of the cavalry men by advancing by sectors,

• m mmm mmmlm aes am mm m mmmmmiN mm mam ( mwlmmmm mil i£m
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For unks, the bicycle unit, under certain conditions, curries out

reconnaissance, protection, and covducts liaison duties. Individual tanks are

the most suitable escort arm (machine guns and guns) for larger bicycle units.

2. The Tasks of the Bicycle Unit

The combat duties comprise distant and close reconnaissance. The

aviation has not made calvery and cyclists obsolete. In flying weather, distant

reconnaissance can be left to the aviation. Close reconnaissance on the ground,

finding the enemy by determining combat spots, evacuation of prisoners, stopping

the foremost enemy forces by uninterrupted contact can be performed only by

the combat force on the ground.

A cyclist battalion is assigned a space of at most 20 kn in width for

" its reconnaissance duties.

Protection. During movement, the bicycle unit is well used as advance

guard, side guard, and rear guard of larger army bodies. Owing to its mobile and

far advanced contacts developed in sections, it can detect the enemy and rport

it sooner than other units.

During rest, the bicycle unit is used advantageously in outpost

service. Distant outposts alarm the calvary- at rest, and rapidly permit combat

readiness and protect them from surprise attacks.

* Protection duties involve also the covering (tactic protection, escorting)

of other units in movement, such as calvary, artillery, tanks, motorized

i iniantry, radio stations, enpineers with their individual tasks, and the escort

and protection of larger truck transportations.

A main task of the bicycle unit will alwayt: be the covering of free flanks

(their extension), the filling of gaps and the protection of a retreat. In the

ilmm mmmmmmm mm m 
m m mm

m
m
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last case the cylsts can delay the enay such longer than other rear guards,

since they are able to return to their main forces rapidly. They can disengage

thmselves rapidly from the enmy.

Often a rear protection of the combatting imits is necessary, and this

is carried out by the cyclist unit.

Special Tasks MMring Attack

During attack, the bicycle unit has the duty ta rapidly occupy far

advanced important localities (traffic centers, river passages, heights), to

reach them in time and to hold them reliably. In this case, delaying action is

a must as when covering retreat Movuments. In the attack, the bicy-.le unit

makes it possible for the main unit to arrive in good order; in the retreat, it

makes it possible to vithdraw undisturbed.

If there is a break-through in an offensive combat, t+he cyclists are

used to widen the break-through and to fully use the success obtained. They

will be first in startLng the pursait, and if correctly led, will contribute to

the most coplete success.

By means of bold encircling maneuvers in prsuits, and by thrusts in

the rear of the enemy, small bicycle units change the enemy defeat into

disintegration and panic. Cavalry pursued by cyclists falls into a very

critical situation.

By enveloping and encircling the aggressor, the cyclists belong, to

a large extent, to the envelopnent wing.

Guerrilla warfare forms part of the attack duties [of a bicycle unit].

It must be waged on the flanks and in the rear of the enemy. Destruction tasks

(surprise raids, coups de main) against railroads, bridges, enemy trains, airfields

and so on go hand in hand with guerrilla warfare.
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If resistance turns sharper in localities, tanks should be assigned

for penetration by assault through the place.

Special Defense Duties

The defense duties devolving on bicycle units are: frontier protection,

that is observation; blocking and protection of the broader; timely determination

of the attacking enemy, stopping the enemy in delaying action; diverting the

enemy into a definite desirable direction; and the defense of important points.

. River defense by loose observation along the banks, and active defense

by mobile reserves.

Railroad protection in endangered regions.

Taking over easily defensible front sections (rivers, swamps, ridges of

hills) in order to liberate the infantry for the attack in other parts of the

battle field. Occupation of covering positions.

Other Duties

Operative reserve in movement and position cmbat, and "last reserve"

in all critical situations.

Air raid protection during march by overlapping use of air defense

machine gan platoons along important march lines.

Escort of supAly lines (baggage) in unsafe parts of the battle field.

Highway police during extremely large unit displacements.

Occupation units in occupied regions.

As regards the use of the bicycle unit in peace time, it is quite

suitable in the case of elementary events, since the unit can be brought very

rapidly to the place requiring its presence.
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4. Bnsic PRtples for the eg of Bicycle lits

a. Bub caning officer must be accurately informad of the Caact

of the bicycle it -der his ccand.

b. W the bicycle unit, the tactical 3tmation zast be

chocked apiim in detail, In order to obtain maxImn success. Any Important

division of the bicycle units must be avoided. A modification of the behayi- -

often ordered muy days in advance - of the cyclists is for the nosic. part no

looer possible ce used. Witter orders zust not be taken into the ccmbat,

becawn% they cmtain many operative facts c the cyclists and would reveal I

Important data to the en If seized by him. Match freedan of action must be O

left to the bicycle units used.

T
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Da Hq ..................... 6%  13 58 58 8 14 1 32 16 4 3 6
R Co ..... * ............ .. 1 21 l1v 9f, 22 28 13 2 15 11 2 3
R C ............... . 2 21 119 96 22 28 13 IS 1 V 3

ft C. ..0........ 2 2! 119 96 22 28 13 2 15 It 27 3

]'IMvWm Co ............... 3 37 165 131 48 29 3 6 6 4 7 3 31 20 S1 2

Tol ......... ..... IS 113 580 477 122 127 41 12 6 4 8 S 92 57 165 17

Nor ..- 4Jlwsry BWIuie, Imfauly Dn'mi", 1944 Types told sires 70L

UX

04 x ~ i 0 X> x oi
H* JSec............... 4 3 10 11 5 4 1 2 4 3
CAm Sec ............... 3 22 17 8 4 4 4
To ..................... 21 7 26 30 3 2 1 12 25 3

Total ............ 6 13 58 58 8 14 .1 1 2 16 4 33 6

glindhhg tim gda.

FAw N.-h!tatry Bunliaw Hemdqweri, InfWry Daiin, 19 Type, total =IreuIh 77.

UNIT 0
3.

z-C .................... 1 3 8
1st R Plat ................. 1 3 29 22 5 7 4 2 2 3
2d Rplat ................. 4 29 22 s 7 4 2 2 3
3d R Plat .. s.ss... ...... 4 29 22 s 7 4 2 2 3

Hv MG Swc ............... 3 Is 11 4 3 2 3 2 4
Tn ........................ 4 9 11 1 1 1 5 2 12 1

To ................ 2 21 119 96 22 28 13 2 15 11 27 3

Fgure 3.--Rifle Compoky, Infantry Dkiijjo, 1944 Type, ftal strength 142.

lIM I.....

I 3
COHf ............ *..a... s 2 3 5 1 1 3

1,t (Ctm) Plat ............ t 2 29 23 1 9 6 6 7
2) (F sgr) Plat ............ 1 7 65 53 8 13 - 6 13 2.

(-4td) Pat.......... 4 27 20 4 7 3 1 3130 ....................... 2- 10 42 44 8 2 1 13 .32 4

TotaI ................ So 28 11s 143 26 3? 10 5 28 6 84 9

117$0 )Il?W a e plaed by a 3d Plat with 29 Rdsi and 2 H.
Inthedag two =c1a1L

Frigre 36.-Regimental Headquarters Company, Infantry Divitio. 1044 Type, total strength 198.
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T Hq .................... 1 4 IS IS 2 4 1 2 2 S 1
Ist (11v)JG) Mat ....... 1 9 4S 31 15 10 6 8 6 11
24 (st..m Mort) Pust -

..(..r) ............. 10 S6 7 23 6 6 is 12 19
ig (0o-im 3, 1Wt) Put
{Mtg) ................... 1 7 39 X6 S 7 2 4 7 2

• , To . ..... 0...... a ........... 7 10 12 3 2 1 6 16 1

,, T.. ................. 3 37 165 31 48 29 3 6 6 4 7 3 31 20 51 2

"" - Prie .!.-a vy I Ve.,w Comp.my, Jul asy M / 1944 Type, IOW/s uPLr M.

UNIT x

Ce Hq .............................. 1 4 13 14 3 2 1 2 2 S 2
Ist (75-mm lnf How) lnat ........... 1 5 30 27 4 6 1 2 5 is
31 (#.-rm lnf How) Plat ............ 6 30 27 4 6 1 2 S is
3A (7.mm lnf How) Plat ........... 6 30 27 4 6 1 2 S 15
46 O(IS n nl How) ?"at .......... 1 S 33 29 5 6 1 2 6 2
" ............. ...................... 6 13 16 2 1 1 1 S 13 1

Tta1.............. 3 32 149 140 22 27 S 6 2 8 2 22 2 63 3
Net4tp I., t% e a* Itr"Oa 4oI*Iti4"don: "1etk" C&

F4nwse 38.Jul ury )9lowiter, Compony, Ifaulvy Diismie , 1944 Type, tokd sirexplh 184.

IK~~~~~~~ ...... T).......).........4.8.4..
UNIT. (3

.@Iq....... 1 10 26 29 6 3 1 4 2 6fit Osmn AT)* Pat (Mtz) ........ 1 4 28 2S5
u ILOA4) Plat (HDr) ....... 5 43 2S19 4 1 18 4 4 4
3d Psla)Plat (H-Dr) .......... 1 4 43 2 19 4 1 18 4 4 4
To ( ..................... . 6 14 16 3 1 1 7

T..... ..... 3 29 154 120 S1 17 6 36 3 13 S 8 8 10 6
rtofd t10 V the tvaditUb. da 4u!ton "14th Co.
F'Rurt 39.-4issisank Comtony (tartly snorlorized)., Infantry Dhivtion, 1944 Type, total #h i.

I
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Rci i ............ 6 1 12 4 3 ,4 2 3 8 2
,rgil lq Co ....... S 25 157 133 22 32 10 1 27 6 53 38
If eI .............. 15 95 532U 39 80 23 30 i 6 4 2 3 70 32 125 27
I flia ............. 15 95 S 32 309 80 2S3 30 6 6 4 2 3 70 32 12S 27
2el( iw C ......... 3 I U 145 21 31 5 8 4 1 33 2 8 4
b a CP........ 2 19 146 91 63 14 4 11 19 12 30 2

sT.ia ......... 46' 267 1.41 991 269 597 79 16 12 8 72 12 9 10 219 84 43 IO

a w r by ie uwtajdi esd teatkm: "utb" C4.
tldeffol ft WThe ta&it mul ddigubtib.$ "14tk C&

Pigswe 41.- ssfa~y Reiseui, V.1ks Gvsssndiff Dk'hiim geld skepik ZMS.

UNITN£

...................... 1 5 2 3 4 1 1 3
t (cin) Pkt .............. 2 29 23 9 6 6 7

24 (FUR,) Mt 1 7 6S :L 7 13 6 6 13 2
Iki) Plt ................ 4 27 20 4 7 3 1 2 29

'TO ........................... 2' 7 34 34 7 2 1 1 14 30 4

Twd ................... . 25 157 133 22 32 10 I 27 6 53 38

Ftgwe 42-Revns tl fleadqwatert Comp pny, V.1ks Grenadier Diuvuie, geld grengik .ii,.

UNIT - A Al

Bn Hq .......................... 4 6 34 21 3 20 1 1 ? 4 4 8 3

Sup Plat ........................ 2 6 39 42 3 2 1 1 17 42 4
Gren. Co ..................... 2 16 101 46 9 64 9 7 4 10 S
Gren. ........... 2 16 10t 46 9 64 9 7 4 10 5
Gren. Co ........................ 2 16 101 46 9 64 9 7 4 10 5
Hv Wpn Co .................... 3 35 156 1)8 47 39 1 8 6 4 1 28 16 45 S

Total ...................... IS' 95 $32 0 80 253 30 8 6 4 2 3 70 32 125 27
lIncludin am modal.

Figure 44.-Infantry Beitalon, Va1ks Cradtir DAsion, total :trength 642,

UNIT

CO H q ................. .............. 1 5 4 16 1 3 1 1 1

lst (Sub-MG) Plat ................... 1 3 29 s 2 26 3 2 1 3
2d (Sub-MG) Plat ..................... 4 29 5 2 26 3 2 1 3
3d(R) Plat ........................ 4 29 20 4. 9 3 2 1 3

Total ........................ 2 16 101 46 9 64 9 7 4 10 5

Figure 45.- nfanlry Cominy, Vok: Grrnodier Division, total sirength 119.
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3

Z" - a I

ca aq ................ 81is14 37 1 2 2 5S4
1tG)M G.............. 6 r. 11 9 9 4 2 3 -3

31(MG) %I't ....................... 7Z 11 9 9 4 2 1 3
M(bi Hw) Pht .................. 1 7 .J 38 . S 9 1 4 7 15 1
46 . Md) Pkot ............. 7 53 34 "21 S 15 l 19

Teal .......... .......... 335 156 10 6 47 3 1 8 6 4 1 X 16 45S

FfWV 4t-ia7 mApMM COMPOus V lsJk Grmalir D&4i OeW s nW* 1f.

Itm

c q ...................... 1 4 15 13 2 5 2 2 S 2
MOM q mat t ............ 1 7 44 38 6 8 2 4 9

13&w-m M a Plat ............ 8 44 33 6 8 2 4 9 27
7Vouiu f How Plat ......... 1 7 44 38 5 9 1 4 8 17 1
Tue ........................ 6 15 18 2 1 1 5 :

TOW ................ 3 32 162 4S Zi 31 S 8 4 1 33 2 89 4

Udwu i W ** wa ~wa d=maim: zds" CIL

Figue .--4fea, Howiwr C6wp iy, Volks Groedifrf Diwai,.tosd zkeinevh 1r.

..................... 1 2 2 1 1 1

A plat .............. 1 4 4S 26 20 4 1 is 5 4 6
Seaka Mat................ S 45 26 20 4 1 18 S 4 6

P.t ................ S 4S 26 20 4 1 18 S 4 6

. . . ....... .... S 9 11 2 1 1 118 4 12 2
T1 ................ 2 19 146 91 63 14 4 72 1 1 19 12 30 2

H!tftft4d I* b the Itaditimd detatrtika: "14t)" Co.
in f.oyeo

Figure 50.-Bawoke Comn y, V~olk: Grenodwv D~ition, toatewgth 167.
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xg

0 x 2

RqdH4........... 12.......... 6 ' 4 3 14 23 8 2
Ret liCO .......... 5 12 I 133 22 J 10 6 S S
-f B ( Bd)..... . S 6 W 3 6 80 2S3 30 8 6 4 3 3 74 21 G9

Tof 3 .................. IS SS .432 O9 SD 213 3O 9 6 4 2 .3 X 2 JZ V

12fl.WCoe ................. 3 * 32 I 145S S3&S 8 4 1 33 2 9 4
OMmaC' e ................. 219 146 91 3 14 4 72 1 912 30 2

-- , a l . ii39 1 4 ~ W 91 ~ 8 , 3 0 4 2Towd ... .............. 40m 39 g ? .W 8 1" 2 597 79 16 12 S 72 12 10 10 223 Sf SMJ MN

mald.4 so IV 00 baww"I dmr z-hs "lish Cal
Stuin 96kW ,

FgWv SL-Isfmery Regismu (biyde), VL& GremdALr Divmu laidf siremk 1M11

Ujm X

go q .................. 6 3$ 2 - 2 12 2 4 4 12 30
.ap Pla ....................... 2% 6 5154 3 2 1 17 ,'24
GrM AL o(Bd)............... 216 11055s 9 61 9 S 4 2413M
Gren. Co. (Bd) ................. Z 16 110 55 9 64 9 8 4 24 130
GrnCA(BCI)................. 216 1055 964 9 4 24130
HvWpCo(Bd) .............. 13 35 173 1B 47 39 1 8 6 4 1 29 16 81 181

To ......... .......... I S S69 02330 6 4 3 3 74 2 19

sJada~ag -

Figure SL-Ajf..fr Bas fld (L'ycf), V.1k: Grenadier Diis u to"1 OV~g~ .

A x

CO Hq................... I s 17 19 1 .3 2 1 6 24
Ist (Sub-MG) Plat ......... 1 3 31 7 2 26 3 2 1 6 32
2d (Sub-MG) Plat ......... 4 31 7 2 26 3 2 1 6 32
3d(R) Pa.t ................ 4 31 22 4 9 3 2 1 6 32

Total ................ 2 16 H10 5s 9 64 9 8 4 24 130

Figure 53.:-/axty Co-niany (bicycl), Vclks Grenadier Divisio, iotal utrextah 12.

UNIT 6 !

CoHq .............................. 1 8 18 17 3 7 1 3 2 11 38
1st (MG) Plat ....................... 1 6 24 13 ) 9 4 4 2 12 54
2d (MG) Plat ....................... 7 24 23 ' 9 4 7 21 43

3 (Inf How) Plat ................... 1 7 48 42 5 9 I 4 15 12 37 46
4th (Medium Mort) Pl.t ............. 7 59 40 21 5 6

Total ......................... 3 35 173 125 47 39 1 8 6 4 1 29 16 81 181

Figure 54. ravy Wtapons Corespony (bicycle), Volks Grenadier Diision, total strength 211.
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---

Ralq ............ 55 2 'U,1 6 7 3 2 , "
d q y........ 422396 .7 6 1 2 129 2 6S 3
( )......... 10. 4 71 17 U 9 A16 13

iA Lig) Do......... 43 460 71 317 1 7 1 511613
3d(L) ..... 19 1 04 0 4w n 8 A 712 7 1% 96 S516 13
4& (Me&=u) It..W 191 9W6 71 3717 12 4 1124 S 69 1,3

Tod ,--..........La... 4 m Z 30 164 69 36 12 30 7 *A I XZ31S S6

Ffwe . -AhIuy &... 8 , laJ.sy Ditiaii, PM Ty.e. sod iAw$ 4 2.43L

, A~ .5

Ji Hq ...................... 6 3 s 10 7 4 2 1 12 1
Hq B&ylndTas ............. 4" 2 1l 128 16 9 2 2 34 2 142 3
10 iiliHow Btry ......... 3 2 146 156 16 8 5 4- 30 2 131 3

10am How Btry...... ..3 2 146 156 16 8 S 4 30 2 186 3
1MimitiaHow try .......... 3 2 146 16 16 8 S 4 30 2 181 3

T .................. 191 109 5, 60 71 37 17 12 4 1124 8 697 13

'3udLm lye dr.

Fg.rWe t.-Mdaim AvilVy katdift, lzsaulry Divuss, D44 Type, told" -ixtngi 615.

z As r.!.

Ra ti H lq ................. . 3 8 1 7 4 2 4
Hq ty IrndT ............ 4- 22 104 108 16 10 2 5 30 2 1 3
105.m Gi How Btry ....... 3 3 28 1041141 6 8 5 4 22 2 126 3

10.uu-Gun/How Btr...... . 2104 114 16 8 5 4 22 2126 3
105.m Gn/How Btry....... 3 2. 10t 114 16 5 4 22 2 &6 3

TOW .............. 19 .109 4 460 71 38 1712 7 1 96 " S16 13

T Imudiag we &icials

Fidvre 11.- /Irt Artuuerey Bafa::lo, Vfaxfr' Dirusois, 15Wo rya, srol 1,i74g 552.

UNIT nn 4

mmati................ 5 7 7 3 s
dtillg Ilqluy ...... ...... 4 ZI; 68 74 14 7 1 7 2 IS 4 42 4

F!-5uum cull nr.............. 18 12.1 372 416 .SA 36 14 I8. .30 1 71 8 207 12
1 V-n l .*16 K. 270 Wd) 4, 28 In 12 22 1 So es 211 10

tl5. , ill.... ... .W o u .t JOS "s I)10 1.$ S %V, o 317- 13.

........... 75' 40)5 1,264 1,405 201 132 4S 18 24 12 99 13 283 .30 1.062 49

Fiurr ZJJ.-Arillcty Regi,,,:,,:, Vlks Gr,.iadier Divisioni, Io(al srop*giI 1,744.
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-a,.,- Fii J mm i

n1. .................... ~ S 7 9 3 1 3 1 9 1
Ilq i~ry ..................... 4 2. .0 107 13 9 2 3 N 2 90 s
3-smGm Ptr ............. 3 30 0 IGJ 13 3 4 6 S 15 2 56 2

7S,-mm Gm my .............. 3 33 0 P W 13 6 4 6 8 13 2 56 2
7C-em Gu Bt r .............. 3 33 it 100 1- 8 4 6 8 IS 2 56 2

Toa .................. IV 123 rZ 416 55 36 14 I 30 I 71 8 W 1z

Wading usmeodI

Fpwe IU,-A'iaIkr R~gimwu. Velks Greadiv D~siovv foedaevugAk 5RE

U3r U 3 E.

Ba Rq ...................... 6 3 8 10 3 4 3 1 9 1
Hq Btty ..................... 4 22 93 . 14 8 2 3 26 2 90 S
*1O imu Gn/IHow Buy ....... 3 30 87 99 13 £ 4 6 8 15 2 56 2

105-.m GunfHowBwy....... 3 30 87 99 13 8 4 6 8 IS 2 56 2

Toa .................. 16 '85 270 300 43 28 10 12 22 1 56 6 211 10

F , r 11L--s.m, G -HamHoxf-r BafS oho. V ik Creadier D oe Sold -trevA 71.

Bn Hq ................... 6 3 8 10 3 4 1 9 1
B1iHq Btry .............. 4 23 95 100 14 8 2 6 S 29 2 100
15.rnm How ftry ........ 3 30 87 99 13 8 4 6 6 1 29 2 109 6

?S0-nm How Btry ........ 3 30 87 99 13 8 4 6 6 1 29 2 109 6

Toal ............... 16' 86 277 308 43 N, 10 12 18 8 87 6 327 13

mcludieg tIn .c lAI

Figure iI4.-S-m-r Ifowitser ilaflal jo,, Volk: Grenadier DhFviox, total sirenoth J79.

Im m mm m m



S .. _ I

1X5 A
BeH4 ......................... P 14 61 60 17 7 10 8 3 1037
E r"(Bd .................. 326 10 I 2 2 2 2 6 6 38 6  8 2 1 0
Ea gr Co (Bd) ........ :......... 3 215 128 49 2 9 2 2 6 1 316 8 29130

TOW ................. 15' 66 361 316 11S It 18 4 4 12 12 14 3S 17 U 297

Fqpw n -Engu . .. B.w.s , Va.k. Grewadwr Dwam, si. areuk 44!

UNIT * *

0 X u r6 A. :i: iJ2

meHit ......................... 6 6 '8 9 8 3 4 3 4 4

Tp CO ......................... 3 27 112 1i 10 1 3 19 3 6 ;" 34
RadCo ....................... 3 17 85 94 10 1 4 16 3

S" pb 0-.. ....... 2' 7.29 32 6 2 5, 1 6 10-
TO5................. .. 14 57 234 26 -34 11 44 10 12 2 44 4

'Jinzmdla sies .Sdalu.

Miu~W-Siend L&.Lio, Volks Grc~adier Dk'uwic, toldl st*vgk JQ.

I. 
..-

C. Hq ............... 8 18 17 3 7 1 3 2 11 18
Sub-MG Plat (Bcl) ...... 1 3 31 7 2 26 2 2 1 6 32
Sub-MG Plat (Bcl) ...... 4 31 #* 2 26 2 2 1 6 32

RPlat (Bl) .......... 4 31 22 4 9 3 2 1 6 3.1
Ifv Wpi Plat .......... 1 5 34 17 121 1 2 2 6 S 16 29
Inf How Sec ........... 4 24 19 3 5 1 2 4 11 23 "

Toal .328 69 89' 84 8 2 2 2 1.1.10 56 166

I May be fcpLwd by a Pasm lsma to de Drs (Bdc).t

Figure 14.-FWilir Company, Volks Grenadier Di ision, total streglA 200.

Iv
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OV Go a

It*a 
s

I 
0 

foI n

Figurw we&-aml fa~di emo e

cpU

-CK] LO

Figuretz 1 ,--vm~ of a5eimCobt0

Bel Unt ...................... 3 12 27 I 1 1 9 3
ASic c...z................ .. 4 s

Tobd ................. 65 407 2,096 105 13 20 34 2 3 2 1 12

0 .~ Ow 4

Reetl Hq ............................. 7 1 16
Regtl Hq Co................................5 28 165 9
13c1 En ... .... . ...... .. .. 13 100 550 37 6 9

U1c En .... .. ......... .................... 5I 110 570 38 6 10
mIf How Plat........................ 1 10 55 4 2 1
AT Co (Part Mtz) ............. 3 29 54 3 34 3

Total.................. ........ 46 278 1,510 91 12 19 34 3 2 1

Figure 159--Bicycle Regimen!, Midiumn Coptibai Team, loslal tiring!). 1,834.
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UNIT *. i u
,0 4 . | • •

4 tlq ...................... 1 3 1
MvWmCo .................. . 4 S0 43 8 3 2 2 - 4 5 I
R Co ....................... 1 11 75 65 14 9 9 2 6

AT Ca,.............. . . 5 3 38 4 9 2 5 1 6 3
Toia ................... 6 20 163 149 26 16 11 2 6 2 9 4 2 11 1 6 5

I Fiture 160.-Fa. n ie of a Small Combat T,,m, oel streugll 1t9.

T

.V-in AA Pl .......... .......... 1 4 37 34 6 3 2 - 4 4 1
6-mm Mort Plat ........................ 1 13 9 2 2 1

Total .............................. 2 4 50 43 8 3 2 2 - 4 S 1

Fgre 161.-Heavy Weapms Company, Smal Combat T~u, 1or. htreth 56.

UNIT 0 x
-- 0 ',

R C o l .... ............................. 1 1 4 4 .1 1"
Mun -;c 1 2 1 2 2:-1 9 91 9 -Q, , .............................

T Gun Plat ............ .......... 1 2 23 24 2 2 3 2

Total ....................... 2 5 38 38 3 4 9 e S 1 6.3

4iive 161 -Anii4nk Cpfnl Snmli Comb, ' Teqni. totnl strongIk 45.

'4. UNIT

10

I~~ ~ M ~R..
Regtl Hq .. ............. 8 6 12 18 5 3 1 6 3 40
120 Ton Clm (Mtz) ..... 2 17 95 112 2 2 19 1
30 Ton Cm .............. 2 12 80 92 2 1 42 100 5

30 Ton Clm .............. 2 12 80 92 2 1 42 100 5
Sup Plat ................. J 3 60 65 1 1 19 48 3
Ord Co .................. 3 18 67 83 3 1 S 1 1e

Maini Plat ............... 2 8 so 58 2 1 6 1 4 S
Adm Co ................. 8 22 134 156 8 3 28 1 11 S
Med Co ...... 10 .4 1 C0 11-7 27 2 16 2 17 2 46 20

Amb Plat ............... 1 5 34 40 21 2
Vet Co ................... 15 0 102 17 2 7 1 10 1 94 10
MFd Post Office .......... 3 9 6 6 12 .3

Total .............. 461 1ll 868 951 1M1 3 15 111 12 130 18 8 IC3

. Tt Oluding elgLi official.

Tigsre 170.-Sup ly Regiment, Volk: Grenadier Dhivion, totol strength 1,075.
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APPENDIX D

TACTICAL AMTONI OF BICYCLE TROOPS

[Excerpts from Cyclist Training(55 )i
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Exceapts fro Die (lo)*

-J. cmbet

The bicycles, before combat, are placed into the road ditches and

camouflaged carefully. They are rarely taken into combat awvry from the road. This

permits the men to find tbefr bicycles rapidly and to still use the terrain

efficiently. If the cambat is interrupted and the trip is resumed, the men must

immediately come back to the road. These points, the return to the bicycles, are

very important. The problem is not so easily solved if the officer in command has

still a reserve on bicycles. After the interrtption of the combat, this reserve

can be used to continue the task, while the parties in combat go for the bicycles

and then follow. Or the reserve can be used in fetching the bicycles of the

soldiers active in combat, one man can easily advance half-way with two bicycles

on good roads. The officer in command must decide each time how lie will use the

reserve, and this use is determined upon the position or the situation.

The disadvantage involved in this return to the bicycles is so great that

in moet cases it justifies the maintaining of a reserve on bicycles.

The duty of each leader to maintain a reserve as long as possible is very

important for the officer in ccomand of a bicycle unit, if one takes into account

its own independence.

If the cyclists' leader has no longer any reserve on bicycles, then it

would be wise to interrupt the combat with the entire unit and to come back to the

bicycles. On the contrary, as soon as the combat permits, he will have to detach

a reserve and send it to the bicycles. This reserve, in the sense of the above

explanations, can then be used, according to the situation, to bring the bicycles

or to continue the mission on bicycles.

* Translated.

tI
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Obviously, under such conditions the choice of the place where the

bicycles are placed is very important. Numerical data cannot be given. The task

and the position involved are decisive factors as in all combat actions. Laying

down the bicycles too soon increases the distance between men and bicycles.

Laying them too close exposes the bicycles to the enemy interventi-.- and to losses.

It is better to drc- the bicycle sooner than later. The returning to the bicycles

and mounting them (packing the means of the combat) constitute a moment of weakness.

The place where the bicycles are deposited must be covered.

The tactical position exerts much influence on the choice of this place.

In pursuit and especially in forward movements, where only rather weak enemy action

exists, the bicycles can be brought quite close, often quite in the fire line in

order to have them ready when the mission is being continued. In the reverse case,

the place where the bicycles are deposited must be further backward and well covered.

The return to the bicycles must be performed at the same time by the unit in combat

only when an enemy intervention is not possible. As a rule one party will always

cover the return of the other and the covering perty will go back when the other party

has reached readiness for action.

in addition to the mechanics, a few people of each company remain near

the bicycles, if the entire unit is used. These few people must protect the

bicycles and back the unit especially. They maintain connection with the unit,

taking care of the supplies of ammunition and materials, of the transmission of

information, and orders of the evacuation of the wounded. The versatility and

importance of these duties show the mastery for a "reserve on bicycles." Isolated

bicycles in a road ditch do not need special camouflage. Camouflage is needed when

many bicycles are there.

During receiving and assimilation tasks, the bicycles must naot betray the

appearing of the cyclists.
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Whereas the direction of the retreat of the infantry remains free, the

cyclist is obliged by the bicycles to perform his retaeat in a certain direction

in order not to lose all the bicycles as was the case with the Italian cyclists at

Meata in 1916 or with the French y.Azt at Roye in 1918. The bicycles, under

certain circumstances, lower cyclists' fighting power.

The transportation of the bicycles on the trucks is important. if enough

trucks are present and if it is permitted by the tactical position, all bicycles are

brought at the same time. Only half may be forwardeO , then the trucks bring the

cyclists to the bicycles left in the rear and moves after the cyclists with the

bicycles.

VII. 12 Examples of Exercises

All the exercises of the bicycle unit must be arranged basically so as

to maintain close connection between the action in combat and the advance on

bicycle. Separation from the bicycle and coming baek to it must be the lasting

element of all exercises and must be reastically exe:uted.

The longer the bicycle is used in approaching the enemy, end the quicker

the return to the bicycle in order to continue the movement, the more efficiently

the combat mission is performed from the viewpoint of the bicycle unit.

A few among many, the following exercises bare been selected as patterns

for other instances of similar situations and exercises.

lsu Example: Combat March of a Group on Reconnaissance Duty

The group (Sketch 1) has advanced on bicycles up to the edge of the wood

and has A-village in -tont. A-Dorf is found to be occupied by the enemy.
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Sketch 1. '4w~

The group remains under cover in the wood. The group leader sendhs cwo

cyclists, one following the other within call, touard A-village in fror~t. Within

seeing distance, these two cyclists are followed by a contact (or sfeweral) with the

Group. In front of the locality, the two cyclists dismount,. and continue their

reconnaissance on foot.* If the locality is free from tLo enemy, it Is reported

back by the contact,. and the following group brings the bicycles of the two cyclists

along. If the enmky is still in the locality, the entire group deploys in foot

comnbat and clears the locality. Once the enemy is dislodgad, half the group is

sent back. This group brings the bicycles back two by tw).

2na Eample: A Group Falls tnto an Ambush

In most cases the enemy will allow individial advaacing cyclists to go by

in order to capture them. This must always be expected.

f Sketch 2.
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If the eneEy allows the first thrte cyclists to go by at the edge of the

wood (Sketch 2), then he fires at the group. The group then deploys imediately

for combat; due to loose xarch formation, this movement is easy. Bearing the i
noise of the combat, the three foremost cyclists turn back Immediately and Join

in the fight. Thus the enemy is attacked from two sies. The three foremost

cyclists or the last cyclists in the group can also pass round the wood aA attack

the enea in the rear, A rather large unit should be used for this exerc-ise. I

3rd Exmle: Patrol and Messe&;er Exercise

Each cyclist in the *Acycle unit must be able to report the facts

obtained by reconnaissance accurately and reliably. The very decisions of the

leader are based on the correctness of the reports of the foremost reconnaissance

units; hence the usefulness to undertake patrol and messenger exercises even at

night.

~W#

Sketch 3. Zujskornnando
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A reinforced cyclist platoon (Sketch 3) vih machine gun and 3 groups

of riflemen must scout out of the small vood, where the enemy stands along line

A-P-C as reported by an aircraft. The three dispatched patrols behave as in the

first exawple; after observing tne eney they remain near him, and send messengers

to the platoon leader , report the result of the reconnaissance, according to the

existing possibility, orally only, or with the help of very simple sketch. At

I night, connection is established by flare s.gnais. The messengers coming from.

A, B, C, must be exchanged for others who are sent back, and must bring all the

I trols to the Amy.

4th Example: Attack of a Half Company in Persuit Action

Locality A, occupied by a small eneny rear guard, must be cleared.

(Sketch 4). At first, only a machine gud with a group of riflemen is enough,

according to the leader's estimation. I

Sketch 4.

He orders the machine gun group to the hill south-east of A. Under the zire

protection of the machine gun, the group of riflemen must seize A. The bicycles

of the machine gun group are laid down behind. the hill; those of the group of

riflemen along the road toward A. Once the attack has been successfully performed,
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the groups not yet used bring along the bicycles left behind by the group of Li2lemen.

If all the groups have to be used, half the personnel must came back, in order to

bring the bicycles. If the situation is not cleared, only half the fire power is

advantageous. Often, the enemy is no longer there, and deploying the entire I I

force would be useless. Theu comin back to the bitcles is twice as long.

th Exmple: Antiaircraft Defense of a Machine Gun Company by Sectors

Bicycle machine gun units are very suitable for antiaircra. lefense by

sectors aong extensive march columns. Eight machine guns are present; three platoons I
are in position, *bile the fourth platoon is Just starting ahead. Air raid

protection is most effective if carried out from a march line parallel to the main

march line. i

:3 !
I'
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Many times poor roads must be chosen in order to be able to move into

I correct gun positions. In each fire position different air defense fil ing problems

I must be analyzed. Such an e4vance by sectors is successful, if bicycle units are

arranged as side guard of marching columns.

I 6th Example: Crossing a River Obstacle (A Stream)

A pursuit by . bicycle company, half a bicycle machine gun K, I bicycle

engineer platoon and 1 bicycle blinker squa4 is involved.

I ~ The enemy holds the north bank at A occupied (Sketch 6).

IThe bridge is destroyel. In face of the enen, crossing cannot be made

Iat A. Hence, 1 platoon remains in front of A on the south bank in order to contain

the enemy. The remaining platoons of the company cross west of B under the

I protection of the machine gun, and attack, after dislodging the enemy sentries along

the bank, with the help of one machine Cun platoon. Only the machine gun bicycles

are taken along, the guns being transported on them. The bicycles are walked. Once

the aggressor has been repelled, firs the platoon crosses from the south bank at

A with bicycles anC begins the pursuit immediately. Then the 2nd machine gun

platoon with bicycles reaches the north bank; final1v the bicycles of the units,

which crossed at first without bicycle3, are transported to the other side.
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7th Example: A Rear Guard_ Witbdraws from the Enemy

•f .X.

Sketch 7.

At the same time, this rear guard destroys a bridge. One bicycle company,

half a bicycle machine gun company$ and half a bicycle engineer platoon receive

the order to hold tbe heights south of L up to x o'clock, then to detain, as long

as possible, the enemy following up behind the K stream. The bicycle company has

its bicycles in the vicinity. The machine guu company acts from space K with

indirect fire. First the aggressor is held north of L by an advanced covering

party which again has sent scouts ahead, then the aggressor is detained on the

heights. After withdrawing from the enemy, the bicycle company wins a big start.

This company iz already behind the K stream, while the enemy is still detained on

the height by a rear guard. During such tasks, the bicycles must be deposited very

close to the combating units. This exercise can very well be performed at night.
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8th Eale: Encircling an EeMy Position

I This 18 carried out by cyclists, cavalry, artillery iand motorized infantry.

II.P aJ E

I-fw CA

Sktc 8

Th enm oda h ~dra iesut fAocpe.Sudo hc

nort ofthe enemI oladpado the od lef softhe ofAocuidsquadron 1 whyl cmaic s

* are marching up at D. Their leader assumes ccumand over the entire combat group.

Passing n~ear the monumnent on the vayslaQe, the leader 'w ants to attack the flank of

the enemy,, but is detained with his foremost parties at the crossing of road and

railroad south west of A. A reconnaiscance patrol reportsi that C and E are free of

the enemy. The leader leaves 1 platoon only at the road-and-T~ailroad crossing and
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rides with the two companies to C and E through D. West of E he encounters the

enemy., beats him back and arrives at his bazk. The bicycles are brought up with

trucks.

9th Example: Cavalry and Cyclists as a .obile Reserve When Situation is Important

The enemy has penetrated our own combat front. To close the gap, the

mobile reserve of cavalry and cyclists is used. Although they are farther from

the point of penetration, the cyclists have to lock up the more remote part of the

breach space, since they have more marching speed than the cavalry. This

exercise is eminently a forced exercise with definite timing, connected with

reconnaissance and active liaison activity. It should be repeated at night.

Sketch 9.

loth Example: Action Against the Flank of the Enemy

In mobile warfare, there will exist rather frequent opportunities to

advance against the flank, or even in the rear, of the enemy. Bicycles and cavalry

are very suitable for such tasks.

One bicycle battalion and two squadrons must advance against the right

flank of Lie enemy. The leader of he bicycle battalion orders the two squadrons
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C-e Kampfron

Sketch 10.

to occupy and protect the passage at A and B. With two companies he remains

provisionally in the line B-D, and with two companies he !'arTies out the first

thrust 3gainst the eneumy flank. Once this has succeeded,. the other companies and

the squadrons follow the attack right away. During all this one's own rear cover

should niot be neglected.

U-th Example: Maintaining a aseOn
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Until the arrival of the main forces, a bicycle battalion must maintain

the passage at A open. Keeping a reserve, the battalion occupies a bridgehead

position, but thrusts forward with reconnaissance groups up to the eney (marked).

It determines the enemy position, comes back slowly in delaying combat to the

bridge.

12th Example: Flank Cover

The bicycle battalion entrusted with the flank cover task will form a

ving cover with 1 company and 1 machine gun company; with the other two companies

it will determine the position of the enemy, engage, delay and mislead him.

IL

Sketch 12.

The purpose of Examples 11 and 12 is to teach the bicycle unit always to

use strong forces in seeking contact with the enemy, to always ride toward him

and thus never to remain, in formation, vaiting for him, and to use small forces

in occupying the space to be immediately protected. Faithful to its own basic

purpose, the bicycle unit must learn o attack far ahead in order to save time.
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